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1. M/s. Navkar Transcore Pvt. Ltd., S.N.439/ 1+2, Moje
Matoda Vi11age, TA. Sanand, Dist. Ahmedabad-3a2 727.
2. Shri Dipak Shah, Director of M/s Navkar Transcore
P.Ltd, 34, Mithila Society Ambavadi, Ahmedabad-380 015.
3. Shri Parthivbhai K. Shah, Diret--tor of M/ s Navkar
Transcore Pvt. Ltd.,257, Manekbaug Society, B/H
Manekbaug Ha1l, Ambavadi, Ahmedabad-38O 015.
4. Shri Pathikbhai V. Shah, Director of M/s Navkar
Trarscore Brt. Ltd., 19, Tapovan Society, Ambavadi,
Ahmedabad, Gujarat -380 015.
5. Shri Girish Shah, Proprietor of M/s Comet Clearing
Agency, 1305, Shilp Zavei, Shyamal Cross Road,
Satellite, Ahmedabad, Gujarat - 380 015.
6. Comet Clearing Agency, 1305, Shilp Zavei,
Shyamal Cross Road, Satellite, Ahmedabad- 380 015.
7. Shri Nilay Vijaykumar Chokshi, Proprietor of M/s.
Kaushali International, Building No.B/5, Sharad
Apartments, E11is Brldge, Ahmedabad-380 006.
8. M/s. Kaushali International, Building No.B/5
Sharad A artments Eilis Brid e Ahmedabad -3fto 006.
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BRIEF FACTS OF THE CASE:

M/s. Navkar Transcore R/t. Ltd., having IEC Code No. O891003720
situated at S.N.439/ 1+2, Moje Matoda Village, TA. Sanand, Dist. Ahmedabad-
382721 (hereinafter referred to as "the Importe/) are engaged in the import of Cold
Rolled Grain Oriented Electrical Steel Sheet/Coil (CRGO).

2, Specific input received by the Directorate of Revenue Intelligence, New Delhi
(herein afier refened to as 'D.R.I.' ) indicated that various importers were engaged in
import of Cold Rolled Grain Oriented (C-R.G.O.) Electrical Steel Sheet / Coils of
non-prime / secondary / defective grade and mis-declaring the same as prime grade
Cold Rolled Grain Oriented (C.R.G.O.) Electrical Steel Sheet / Coils on the basis of
forged / fake B.l.S. (Bureau of lndian Standard) certificates, which were supplied by
M/s. Meta)ux Ltd., U.K. Import of prime grade C.R.G.O. Steel Sheets / Coils are
allowed subject to B.l.S. certificate IS 3024 requirement, as per the extant Steel and
Steel Products (Quality Control) Order, 2072 issued by the Ministry of Steel, further
amended vide order dated 31"t March, 2014. The same had a-lso been re-iterated
vide Instruction issued under F. No. 450/7), /2O14-Cus. IV dated O9.O7.2OI4 by
C.B.i.C. with reference to then applicable the Steel and Steel Products (Qua-lity
Control) Order,2Ol2. The Steel and Steel Products (Quality Control) Order, 2012, as
amended by Steel arrd Steel Products (Quality Control) Second (Amendment) Order,
2Ol4 read with the B.I.S. Act, 2016, inter alia, mandates that steel products
mentioned in the Schedule shall bear the standard mark under a license issued by
the Bureau of Indian Standards. The prescribed Indiar Standards for "Grain
Oriented Electrical Steel Sheet and Strips (C.R.G.O.)'is IS 3024, as listed at Sl. No.
7 in the Schedule to the said Order. Further, as per Section 17 of the B.I.S. Act,
2016, import of such item is not permitted without the requisite B.I.S. license and
fulfillment of conditions that the product should meet the prescribed quality
parameters / technical requirements of the relevant Indian Standards and a-lso bear
the standard marks.

3. It was further observed that the Importers were claiming benefit of
Notification No.),2 /2O1,2-Customs dated 17.03.2012 & therea-fter Notification No.
50/2017-Customs dated 30.06.2017, wherein the effeclive rate of Basic Customs
Duty was 5% Adv. Inputs received suggested that the Importers were submitting
forged/fake Mili Test Certifrcates/Inspection Certificates in t1.e name of reputed
foreign manufacturer i.e. M/s. ThyssenKrupp Electrical Steel to claim compliance
with BIS requirement, but the sarne were forged documents and the CRGO sheets
imported by them did'not conform to BIS. The fake Mill Test Cerlilicates for the
goods i.e. 'Prime CRGO Electrical Steel'were submitted by the Importers before the
Customs Authority at the time of assessment.

4. Prime Grade CRGO Electrical Steel Sheet and Strip falls under tariff item
7225llOO 1722611OO of ITC (HS) arrd attracts effective rate of Basic Customs Duty
@5% Ad-valorem as per Notification No.72 /2Ol2-Customs dated 17.O3.2O12 (Sl.No.
330) and Notification No.50/2017-Customs dated 30.06.2017 (S1. No.366) for the
later period. The Ministry of Steel in its Steel and Steel products (Quality Control)
Second Order, 2072 dated 12.03.2012 lS.O. 415 (E)l has ordered that:

3( 1 ) No person sha\t bg htmself or through ana person on his beLnlf
manufacture or store for saLe, seLl or distibute ang steeL and steel products
specified in the schedule, uhich do not conform to the specified standards,
and do not bear Standard Mark of the Bureau of Indian Standards, on
obtoining certification marks license.
3(2) The sub-standard or defectiue steel and steel products, uthich do not
conform to the specified standard, shatl be di.sposed off as scrap as per the
sctem.e of testing and inspection of tLe Bureau of Indian Standards.

4.1 The Ministry of Steel vide above said Order has also directed all
marufacturers of steel and steel products to make an application to the Bureau of
Indian Standard for obtaining license. In the schedule to the above Order, Grain
Oriented Electrical Steel Sheet and Strip (CRGO) falling under Customs Tariff item
722511OO and 72261100, were classified under IS 3024 for the mandatory Bureau
of Indian Standard Certification.
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4.2 Further, the Ministry of Steel in its Steel and Steel products (Quality Control)
Order, 2OL4 dated 31.03.2014 [S.O. 979 (Ell laid down the specification for the
Grain Oriented Electrical Steei Sheet and Strip (CRGO) as:

(al Domain Refined Grain Oiented Electical Steel Sheets and Stips with
minimum polarization of 1.85 Tesla at a field strength of 80O A/m and
maximum specific core loss of 0.9O Watt/ Kg (1.7O Teslo/ 5O Hz.) for nominctt
thickness of O.23 mm and O.95 Wott/ Kg (1.7O Tesla/ 50 Hz) fctr nominal
thickness of O.27 mm and effectiue dote was specified as 01.07.2014.

4.3 The Centra-l Board of Excise and Customs (now CBIC), vide its Instruction
dated 09.07.2014, issued vide F.No. 45Ol7I/2OI4- Cus IV reiterated the
clarification received from tl.e Ministry of Steel and accordingly clarified that import
of any sub-standard CRGO sheets/strips in contravention of the Steel and Steel
Products (Quafity Control) Order, 2Ol2 should not be allowed.

5. Acting on ttre above intelligence, investigation against M/s. Navkar Transcore
Brt. Ltd was initiated by tJre offrcers of DRI and Summons dated 05.04.2019 and
09.10.2019 were issued to the said Importer to provide the import documents, along
with Mili Test Certificate/Inspection Certificate (MTCs) of imported Cold Rolled
Grain Oriented Electrical Steel Sheet/coii (CRGO) supplied by M/s. Metalux Ltd.,
UK. The Importer, M/s. Navkar Transcore Pvt. Ltd provided all the relevant import
documents along with Mill Test Certificates (MTC) pertaining to import of CRGO
Electrica-l Steei Coils/Steel Sheets in Coils imported from M/s. Metalux Ltd., UK
vide their letler 20.O4.2O19 ald email dated 15.1O.2O19.

5.1 On examinadon of the said import documents and Mill Test Certificates
submitted by the Importer, it was found that the Importer had imported Cold Rolled
Grain Oriented Electrical Steel Coils/CRGO Electrical Steel Sheets in Coil
form(CRGO) supplied by M/s. Meta-lux Ltd., UK. F\rrther, on examination of Mill
Test Certilicates of import consigrrments provided by the Importer, it was found that
all the Mill Test Certificates were issued by M/s. Thyssenkrupp Electrica-l Steel,
Germany/France to M/s. Meta-lux Ltd,., 28 Rue Marechal Foch, F- 62330
GUARBEQUE declaring as consigree/ customer/ sold to party.

6. M/s. Thyssenkrupp Electrica-l Steel, GmbH, vide letter dated 20.12.2O17 had
informed that:
(i) TTe pime CRGO exported to India is lssued uith MTC (Mill Test Certificate)

indicatinq the maqnetic properties ol'the CRGO shipped from the fcLctoru. Such
to India also bear BIS elit markaprln s al-s ranteder the licence

to their factories in France and Germany.

(ii) MTC issued for non-pime mateial clearlg mentions the non-pime grad.e and
neuer et)er bears a BIS mark. Wlteneuer, non-pime goods are sotd bg
Thyssenkrupp Electical Steel, the inuoice issued for such sale indicates the
qualitA as non-pim.e.

(iit M/s. Metalux, U.K. i.s a trqder and it has purchased in 2O17 not more than
1 17 Metic Tons of B.I.S. marked Prime CRGO (thickness O.27mm only) from
them. It Lns also purchased upto 3500 MT non-orime C.R.G.O. from ttLem. Tte
soid non-pim.e material utas of course in no case B.LS. morked and clearly
identified as non-pime in both M.T.C.s and Inuoices. The marketing of those
qoods had been affeded bu M/s. Metahu Ltd. on its ou.tn account and 'isk in
each sinqle case.

7. Ana-lysis of the import data revealed that 6580 M.T. of prime C.R.G.O.
Electrical Steel Sheet / Coi1, purportedly manufactured b1' M/ s. Thvssenkrupp
Electrica-l Steel, was exported by M/ s. Metalux Ltd., U.K. to different importers in
India during the year 2OI7. Ottt of 6580 M.T., M/s. Navkar Transcore Pvt. Ltd.
had imported 518.07 M.T. of Prime quality C.R.G.O. from M/s. Metalux Ltd., U.K.
in 2017, with M.T.C.s purportedly issued by M/s. Thyssenkrupp Electrical Steel.
Considering the averment by manufacturer M/s. Thyssenkrupp Electrica.l Steel
that they had sold only 117 M.T. of prime material to M/s. Metalux Ltd., U.K. in
2017, and that all the corresponding M.T.C.s, which have been found to be forged
I lake i.e., not issued by M/s. Thyssenkrupp Electrica-l Steel, it appeared that the
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imported consignments were not prime grade C.R.G.O. Electrical Steel Coils /
Silicon Electrica-l Steel Coi1s.

8. Accordingly, a.ll the M.T.C.s of importer M/s. Navkar Transcore hrt. Ltd.
pertaining to import of said goods from M/s. Metalux Ltd., U.K. covered under
various Bills of Entry, which were submitted before the Customs during clearance
of goods, provicled by the importer vide letter dt.20.O4.2079 and vide E-mai1 dated
15.10.2019 uere examined. AII these M.T.C.s were purportedly issued by M/s.
Thyssenkrupp Electrical Steel. Therefore, details of goods imported by the said
importer along with photocopies of the relevalt M.T.C.s were forwarded to M/s.
Thessenkrupp Electrical Steel India Pvt. Ltd., Nashik, a subsidiary Indian unit of
M/s. Thessenkrupp, Germany; for verification of authenticity of the subject
M.T.C.s, vide letter DRI F. No. DRI/HQ-CI/50D/ Misc.-123/2O18, dated
16.10.2020 and E-mail dated 19.10.2020.

9. M/s. Thessenkrupp Electrica-l Steel India hrt. Ltd., Nashik vide E-mail dated
01.02.2021 had informed that all the M.T.C.s, pertaining to M/s. Navkar
Transcore Rrt. Ltd. issued in the name of M/s. Thessenkrupp Electrical Steel
provided by D.R.I. vide letter dated 16.10.2020 were verified by them and it was
confirmed that all the M.T.C.s were not issued by them. Further, they also
mentioned that Mi11 Test Certificates reference numbers sent along with annexure
details are not the real reference numbers of M/s. Thyssenkrupp Electrical Steel.

1O. From the verification report pertaining to Mill Test Certificate/ Inspection
Certllicate received from authorized representative / subsidiary unit of
manufacturer i.e., M/s. Thyssenkrupp Electrica-l Steel India Pvt. Ltd., Nashik and
also from information available in letter date 20.72.2017 of M/s. Thyssenkrupp
Electrica-l Steel GmbH, it was observed that fake / forged Mill Test Certificates
were submitted by the importer before the Customs authorities during the
clearance of the goods. Therefore, it appeared that M/s. Navkar Tralscore kt. Ltd.
had imported non-prime / secondary grade Cold Rolled Grain Oriented (C.R.G.O.)
Electrical Steel Coils / Silicon Electrical Steel Coils, supplied by M/s. Metalux Ltd.,
U.K. on the basis of fake / forged B.I.S. Certificate, by mis-declaring the same as
prime grade Cold Rolled Grain Oriented (C.R.G.O.) Electrical Steel Coils / Silicon
Electrical Steel Coils. The said fake / forged M.T.C.s were used for importing
restricted / prohibited goods and for evasion of customs duty by suppressing the
facts and mis-deciaring the non-prime / secondary C.R.G.O. Electrica-l Steel Coils
/ Silicon Electrica-l Steel Coils as primary C.R.G.O. Electrical Steel Coils / Silicon
Electrical Steel Coils.

11. During the course of investigation, it was gathered that clearance of import
consignment of C.R.G.O. trlectrica-1 Steel / Silicon Electrica-l Steel in Coil form,
imported from M/s. Metalux Ltd., U.K. by M/s. Navkar Tralscore Pvt. Ltd. were
done by Customs Brokers (CBs) M/s. Comet Clearing Agency, Ahmedabad and M/s.
Kaushali International, Ahmedabad. The import documents received by the said
Customs Brokers from the importer through courier or through email for filing Bills
of Entry for clearance of the said goods. Shri Girish Shah was Proprietor of M/s.
Comet Clearing Agencli and Shri Nilay Vijay Kumar Chokshi was Proprietor of M/s.
Kaushali International. It appeared that the said Customs Broker Iirms had used the
fake / forged M.T.C.s for clearalce of C.R.G.O. Electrical Steel Coils / Silicon
Electrical Steel Coils imported by M/s. Navkar Transcore R/t. Ltd. supplied by M/s.
Metalux Ltd., U.K.

L2. Further, examination of import documents of the said importer revealed that
they had imported 593.681 M.T. of Prime C.R.G.O. Silicon Electrical Steel Coils /
C.R.G.O. Electrica-1 Steel Coils at ICD Khodiyar on pa)rnent of duty ald availed the
benefit of Notif,rcation No. 12/2O72-Cus dt. 77.O3.2012 (S1. No. 330) and
Notification No. 50/20 17-Cus dt. 3O.06.2017 (S1. No. 366) for the later period. And
the said importer had also imported 2O3.296 M.T. of C.R.G.O. Electrical Steel Coils
wittrout payment of duty under Advance Authorization Scheme under Notification
No. 18/2015-Customs dt. 01.04.2015 and availed the benefit of Notification No.
50/2017-Customs dt. 30.06.2017. Port wise details of imports of C.R.G.O.
Electrica-l Steel Coils / Silicon Electrical Steei Coils, imported on the basis of fake
M.T.C.s by the said importer, were as under:
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N

Bllls of
Entry No.

& Dt.

Descriptioa of
the goods Qty. (M.T.)

Customs duty
paid (@

18.66875o/,)
Detalls of goods cleared through I.C.D., Khodiyar, Ahmedabad

1

9030969
dt.24-03-

2017

Prime C.R.G.O,
Silicon Electrical
Steel Coils

24.940 389396

2
9666069
dt. 12-05-

2077

Prime C.R.G.O.
Electrical Steel
Coils

3
97 13 135
dt. 16-05-

2077

4
9901794
dt. 3 1-05-

2017

Prime C.R.G.O
Eiectrical Steel
Coils

100.057

Total (A) 314.876 2,75,OO,658 5L,34,O29

s
N

Bllls of
Eatry No.

& Dt.

Description of
the goods Qty. (tu.T.) Decl. Ass.

Value (Rs.f

Customs duty
paid l@

24.O77o/ol

5
2952944

dt. 23-08-
2017

Prime C.R.G.O.
Electrical Steel
Coils

rot.449 9017165 2t71063

6
4090909
dt.21-1i-

2077

Prime C.R.G.O
Electrica-1 Steel
Coils

7
4925707
dt.24-ot-

2014

Grand Total (A+B)

Detalls of goods cleared through Mundra Port

s
N

Btll of
Entry No.

& Date

Description of
the goods Qty. (M.T.) Decl. Ass.

Value (Rs.)

Import made
under Advance
Authorisation,
Customs Duty

paid (Rs.l

8
7979539
dr. 05-09-

20ta

c.R.G.O.
Electrical Steel
Coils

151.948 0

9
8184475
dt.24-09-

2018

c.R.G.O.
Electrica-1 Steel
Coils

GrandTotallA+B+C)
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Table:- 1

Prime C.R.G.O
Electrical Steel
Coils

94.79 844a870

95.089 8052128 1503232

t57729 tt

I664 r03

2247320tol.745

a913842

9333887

Prime C.R.G.O
Electrica-l Steel
Coils

75.61]. 6789477 | 634702

Total (B) 278.805 2,5L,4O,529 60,s3,o8s
593.681 s,26,4L,t87 1,1 1,87,1 14

5240946

Total {C) 203.296 2,O2,L2,922 o
796.977 7 24,5 urLSJ:114

13. It therefore appeared that the supplier M/s. Metalux Ltd., U.K. had issued
fake M.T.C.s to the importer M/s. Navkar Transcore Pvt. Ltd. for the consignment
of Non-Prime / Sub-staldard / Secondary / Defective C.R.G.O. Electrical Coils /
Silicon Electrical Steel Coils ald t]"e same were declared as 'Prime C.R.G.O.
Electrical Steel Coils / Silicon Electrical Steel Coils' to ci.rcumvent the restriction
imposed by the Government of India. It was observed that the actual goods
imported by the said importer were not supported by valid Mill Test Certilicate and
therefore, did not qualify as "Prime grade C.R.G.O. Electrica-l Steel Coils / Siiicon
Electrical Steel Coils". The supplier had issued fake M.T.C.s, which were
submitted before the customs authority at the time of clearalce of goods. Thus,
the above consignments, for which fa-ke M.T.C.s were submitted by the importer,
were actually Non-Prime / Sub-standard / Secondary / Defective C.R.G.O.
Electrical Steel Coils / Silicon Electrical Steel Coils.

L4. M/s. Navkar Transcore Pvt. Ltd. had rmported 593.681 M.T. non-prime /
seconda4r grade Cold Rolled Grain Oriented (C.R.G.O.) trlectrical Steel Coils /

51.348

2o8s818 
|

I

74971976

Decl. Ass.
Value (Rs.f

I
I

I

0
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Srlicon Electrical Steel Corls betneen 24.O3.2017 and 24.O1.201"8, cleared through
I.C.D., Khodiyar Ahmedabad, mis-declaring the same as Prime grade Cold Rolled
Grain Oriented (C.R.G.O.) Electrical Steel Coils / Silicon Electrical Steel Coiis. The
importer had declared assessable value of Rs. 5,26,41,187 /- and paid duty of Rs.
I,ll,87,ll4 /- in respect of the goods cleared through I.C.D., Khodiyar,
Ahmedabad. During the clearance of the said goods, the importer had availed the
duty exemption benefit under Notification No. 12 /2Ol2-Customs dt. 17.O3.2O12
(S. N.330) and Notification No. 50/2017-Customs dt. 30.06.2017 (S. N. 366) for
the later period. The importer has also availed the benelit of Notification No.
2l /2Ol2-Customs dt. 17 .O3.2O12 and ciaimed exemption form payrnent of Special
Addifiona-1 Duty (S.A.D.) which is available only for the goods of prime quality. It
appears from the above that the said importer had fraudulently availed the said
duty exemption benefits by submitting the fake / forged M.T.C.s and mis-declaring
the description of goods.

14.1 It is also observed from the above Table-1 that M/s. Navkar Transcore Pvt.
Ltd. had imported 2O3.296 M.T. non-prime / secondar5r grade Cold Ro11ed Grain
Oriented (C.R.G.O.) Electrical Steel Coils vide Bills of trntry No. 7919539 dt.
05.09.2018 and 8184475 dt. 24.09.2018, mis-declaring the same as Prime grade
Cold Ro11ed Grain Oriented (C.R.G.O.) Electrica-1 Steel Coils. The importer had
declared assessable value of Rs. 2,02,12,9221 - and no duty was paid in respect of
the goods cleared through Mundra Port, which were imported under Advance
Authorisation Scheme under Notification No l8l2ol5 dt. 01.04.2015. During
clearance of the said goods, the importer had availed the duty exemption benefit
under Notification No. 50/2017-Customs dt. 30.06.2017 . The said goods were
imported under Advance Authorization No. 0810142223 dt. 23.O3.2OL8 by them.

15. Import of C.R.G.O. Electrica1 Steel is a-l1owed only on the basis of
submission of malufacturer's B.I.S. certificate / M.T.C. ald goods cleared on the
basis of forged / fake B.l.S. certificate / M.T.C., were liable to be treated as
restricted / prohibited goods. Thus, it appeared from the above facts that M/s.
Navkar Transcore Pvt. l,td. had imported consignments of C.R.G.O. Electrical Steel
Coils / Sihcon Electncal Stcel Coils, having declared assessable va-1ue of Rs.
5,26,41,187 I and Rs, 2,02,\2,9221 , in respect of goods cleared through I.C.D.,
Khodiyar, Ahmedabad and Mundra Port, respectively, on the basis of fa-ke / forged
M.T.C.s and thus, the said goods were 1iab1e for confiscation under Sections
1 1 1(d), 1 1 1(m) and 1 1 1(o) of the Customs Act, 1962 read with Instruction dt.
09.O7,2014, issued under F. No. 450/7112O14-Ctts. IV by C.B.LC. (then CBEC),
with reference to then applicable the Steel arrd Steel Products (Quality Control)
Ord.er,2OI2, further amended vide order dated 31"t March,2Ol4.

16. In view of above, M/s. Navkar Trarrscore Pvt. Ltd. imported consignments of
593.681 M.T. of C.R.G.O. Electrical Steel Coils / Silicon Electrical Steel Coils
having assessable value of Rs. 5,26,41 ,187 /- by mis-declaring the same as ?rime
grade C.R.G.O. Electrica-1 Steel Coils / Silicon Electrical Steel Coils'on the basis of
fake Mill Test Certificates during the period from 24.O3.2OI7 to 24.Ol.2ola
through I.C.D. Khodiyar, Ahmedabad and discharged the duty of Customs of Rs.
i,11,87,114 l-, alter availing the benefits of l,{otification No. 12 /2ll2-Customs dt.
17 .O3.2O12 for the period from March, 201,7 to 30u J:une, 2Ol7 ald further
availing the benefit of Notification No. 50/2O17-Customs dt. 30.06.20i7 for the
later period. The importer had also availed the benefit of Notification No.2l/2072-
Customs dt. I7.O3.2O12 ald claimed exemption from payrnent of Special
Additional Duty (S.A.D.) which was available oniy for the goods of prime quality. It
appeared from the above that the said importer had fraudulently availed the said
duty exemption benefits by submitting the fake / forged M.T.C.s and mis-declaring
the descriplion of goods.

16.1 Further, M/s. Navkar Transcore Rrt. Ltd. imported consignments of 2O3.296
M.T. of C.R.G.O. Electrical Steel Coils, having assessable va-lue of Rs.
2,02,12,922/-, by mis-declaring the salne as ?rime grade C.R.G.O. Electrical Steel
Coils'on the basis of fake Mil1 Test Certilicates during the period from 05.09.2018
to 24.09.2078 through Mundra Port after availing the benefits of Notification No.
50/2017-Customs dt. 30.06.2017 and Notification No. 18/2015-Customs dt.
O1.04.2015 (Advance Authorization Scheme), without pay.rnent of duty, which is
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available only for the goods as mentioned in the Advance Authorization i.e., prime
quality. It appeared from the above that the said importer had fraudulently availed
the said duty exemption benefits by submitting the fal<e / forged M.T.C.s and mis-
declaring the description of goods. The correct rate at which Customs duty ought
to have been paid by tJ.e importer and the rate at which Customs duty was
actually paid by the importer are tabulated hereinafter.

Table:-2

07.o7.2017
to
07.o2.2018

B.C.D.-10%
Cess-37o
r.G.s.T.-18%
Total- 3O.154%

Qty. of
goods
(MT)

B.C.D.-5%
Cess-3o1,
r.G.s.T.- l8%
Total- 24,O77"/o

6.O77"/t

B.C.D.-0%
Cess-0%
I.G.S.T.-0%
Total- O%

30.98Oo/o

17. On the basis of above stated facts and evidences, differential duty on the
said goods imported by M/s. Navkar Transcore hrt. Ltd., under Tariff item
7223llOO /72261100 had been determined as Rs. 44,90,230/- in respect of goods
cleared through I.C.D., Khodiyar during 24.03.2017 to 24.O1.2OI8 arrd as Rs.
62,61,9631- in respect of goods cleared through Mundra, Port during 05.09.2018
to 24.09.2018. Details of the same were as under:-

Table:-3
Decl. Ass.
Value (Rs. )

Amount of
duty ought

to have pard
as per

effective rate
of duty

l@2e.441

Customs
duty

paid bt'
the

importer
l@18.668

7 5o/.)

Differential
amount of

d uty
required to
be paid by

the
importer

Rs.

4673958052 128

% Rs S

2370627 1503232

a44aa70 2487432 t577298 910i33

S
N

Period Effective rate of
duty on which
Customs duty

ought to have paid

Rate of duty on
which Customs
duty paid by the

importer

Differentia-l rate of
duty required to be

paid by the importer

1

oL.ot.20t7
to
30.06.2017

B.C.D.-10%
c.v.D.-72.50k
Cess-3%
s.A.D.-4%
Total- 29.441"h

B.C.D.-5%
C.V.D.-L2.s%o
Cess-3%
s.A.D.-0%
Total- 18.66875%

7O.77225o/o

2

3
02.o2.2078
to
30.09.2018

B.C.D.-10%
Cess- 10%
r.G.s.T.-18%
Total- 3O.98O%

sl.
No

Decl. Item
Descri-
ption

Details of goods cleared through ICD, Khodiyar, Ahmedabad (on pa5,,rnent of duty)

1

Prime
c.R.G.O.
Silicon
Electrical
Steel Coils

24.94 2085818 614086 389396 224690

2
9666069
dt. 12-

05-2017

Prime
c.R.G.O.
Electrica-l
Steei Coils

95.089

o
9713 1ss
dt. 16-

05-20t7

Prime
c.R.G.O.
Electrical
Steel Coi-ls

94.79

4
9901.794
dt.31-

05-20t7

Prime
c.R.G.O.
Electrica-1
Steel Coils

100.057 4973442 2624324 1664103 960221

Totar (A) 314.476 2,7 5,OO,658 80,96,469 51,34,029 29,62,440
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si.
No

st.
No

Bi11s of
Entry
No. &
Date

Decl. Item
Descri-
ption

Qty. of
goods
(MT)

Decl. Ass.
Value (Rs.)

Amount of
duty ought

to have paid
as per

effective rate
of duty

(@30.1s4

Customs
duty

paid by
the

importer
(@24.o77
%) (Rs.)

Differentia-l
amount of

duty
required to
be paid by

the
importer

5
2952944
dt. 23

08-2017

Bills of
Entry
No. &,

Date

Prime
C.R.G.O,
Eiectncal
Steel Coils
Prime
c.R.G.O.
Electrical
Steel Coils

Decl. Item
Descriptio

n

Qty. of
goods
(MT)

Dec1. Ass.
Value (Rs.)

10 ] .+49 9017r65

18. From the above stated acts of omission ald commission M/s Navkar
Tralscore h,t. Ltd. ald its directors appeared to had, rendered 593.681 MT of
imported CRGO Electrical Steel Coils/Silicon Electrica1 Steel Coils having declared
assessable value of Rs. 5,26,41,187 /- cleared through ICD, Khodiyar Ahmedabad
1iab1e for confiscation under Sections 111 (d), 111 (m) and 111(o) of the Customs
Act, 1962. The Customs duty amounting to Rs. 44,90,2301- in respect of goods
cleared through ICD, Khodiyar, Ahmedabad as detailed in Table-3 above, evaded by
M/s Navkar Transcore Pvt. Ltd., payable in respect of the said goods imported was
liable to be recovered from them along with applicable interest under section 28 (4)

of Customs Act, 1962 read vrith section 28AA of the said Act. Therefore, M/s Navkar
Tralscore Pvt. Ltd. by the said acts of omission and commission, appeared to had
rendered themselves liable for penal action under section 112 (a) and 114A of the
Customs Act, 7962. Shri Dipak Shah, Shri Parthivbhai K. Shah and Shri Pathikbhai
V. Shah, being directors of the firm, appeared to be in full knowledge of the above
modus operandi and knowingly submitted fake/forged MTCs. Therefore, Shri Dipak
Shah, Shri Parthivbhai K. Shah and Shri Pathikbhai V. Shah had also rendered
themseh.'es liable for penal action under Section 112(a) and 114AA of the Customs
Acl, L962 for using fake/forged BIS certificate for clearance of goods in his said firm.

18.1 Further, from the above stated acts of omission and commission M/s Navkar
Trarrscore Pvt. Ltd. and its directors appeared to had rendered 203.296 MT of
imported CRGO Electrical Steel Coils having declared assessable value of Rs.
2,02,12,9221- cleared through Mundra Port liable for confiscation under Sections

277 tO63 5479732719036

6
4090909
dt.21-

71-2017
10t.745 9333887 2A74540 2247320 567220

7
4925707
dt.24-

01-2018

Prime
c.R.G.O.
Electrical
Steel Coils

75.617 6789477 2047299 7634702 412597

Total [B] 278.805 2,51,40,529 75,4O,475 60,53,085 15,27,790
Grand Total (A+Bl 593.681 5,26,41 , ta7 7,56,77,344

Differential
amount of

duty
required to
be paid by

the
importer

(Rs.)

Amount of
duty ought

to have paid
as per

effective rate
of duty

(@3o.e8o%)
(Rs.)

Customs
duty

paid by
the

importer
(Rs )

Detaiis of goods cleared through Mundra Port (under Advance Authorisation Scheme)

8
7979539
dt. 05-

09-2018

CRGO
Electrical
Steei Coils

151.948 4638318 o 4638318

5240946 1.623645 0 t623645I
8t84475
dt.24-

09-2078

CRGO
Electrica-i
Steel Coils

51.348

Total (C) 203.296 2,O2,12,92
2

62,67,963 0 62,67,963

Grand Total (A+B +Cl 796.977 7 ,28,54,109 2,r9,39,307 tlla7 t14
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111 (d), 111 (m) and 111(o) of the Customs Act, 1962. The Customs duty amounting
to Rs. 62,61,963/- in respect of goods imported under Advance Authorization and
cleared through Mundra Port, as detailed in Table-3 above, evaded by M/s Navkar
Traascore Rrt. Ltd. is liable to be recovered from them under section 28 @l of
Customs Act, 1962 along with applicable interest under section 28AA of the said Act.
Therefore, M/s Navkar Transcore Pvt. Ltd. by the said acts of omission and
commission, appeared to had rendered themselves liable for penal action under
section ll2 (a) and 114.4 of the Customs Act, 1962. Shri Dipak Shah, Shri
Parthivbhai K. Shah and Shri Pathikbhai V. Shah, being directors of the firm, appear
to be in full knowledge of the above modus operandi and knou-ingly submitted
fake/forged MTCs. Therefore, Shri Dipak Shah, Shri Parthivbhai K. Shah and Shri
Pathikbhai V. Shah have also rendered themselves liable for penal action under
Section 112(a) and 114AA of the Customs Act, 7962 for using fake / forged BIS
certificate for clearance of goods in his said firm.

18.2 Examination of Import documents further revealed that service of Customs
Brokers (CBs) M/s. Comet Clearing Agency and M/s. Kaushali International, were
used for clearance of goods imported by M/s Navkar Transcore Brt. Ltd. on the basis
of fake/forged MTCs supplied by M/s Metalux Ltd., UK. It appeared from the above
that the Proprietor of M/s. Comet Clearing Agency and the Proprietor of M/s
Kausha-li International, Customs Brokers, had knowingly used tJ e forged/fake MTCs
provided by the importer on the basis of which bill of entry was filed for clearaace of
non-prime/secondary CRGO Steel Coils/Silicon Electrica-1 Steel Coils by mis-
declaring the same as Prime CRGO Electrical Steel Coils/ Silicon trlectrica-l Steel
Coils imported by M/s Navkar Transcore Pvt. Ltd. The aloresaid acts of omission and
commission, rendered the said goods liable for confiscation under Sections I I1 (d),
1 1 1(m) and 1 1 1(o) of the Customs Acl, 1,962. it appeared that they had dealt with
the goods. They also failed to comply the Customs Brokers Licensing Regulations,
2013. Thus, M/s. Comet Clearing Agency and M/s. Kaushali International, Customs
Brokers and their Proprietors appeared to be liable for penal action under Section
ll2 (al and 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962 and under the Customs Brokers
Licensing Regulations, 20 1 3.

19, Accordingly, vide Show Cause Notice bearing No. VIII/ 10-74/DRI/O & A
/HQ/2O21-22 dated 17.03.2O22 (herein aJter referred to as "the said SCN'), the
importer M/s Navkar Transcore Pvt. Ltd. were called upon to show cause to the
Additiona-l Commissioner of Customs, Ahmedabad, having his office at Custom
House, Nawangpura, Ahmedabad; as to why:-

(D The goods having declared assessable value of Rs. 5,26,41,187 /- cleered
through ICD, Khodiyar, Ahmedabad imported illegally by mis-declaring them
to customs authorities and submitting fake/forged Mi11 Test certificates as
mentioned in Table-3 above, should not be held liablc for confiscation in terms
of Sections 111(d), 111(m) and 111(o) of thc Custorns Act, 1962 rcad v"'ith
regulations stipulated under Section 11 of the Foreign Trade (Development
and Regulation\ Acl, 1992, Rule 11 of the Foreign Trade (Regulatron) Rules,
1993 and Rule 14 (2) of the Foreign Trade (Regulation) Ru1es, 1993;

(ii) The differential customs duty amounting to Rs. 44,9O,23O/- in respect of the
goods cleared ttrrough ICD, Khodiyar, Ahmedabad leviable on CRGO Electrical
Steel Coils/Silicon Electrica-l Steel Coils imported as detailed in Table-3 above,
should not be demalded and recovered from them under section 28 (4) of the
Customs Act, 1962, along with applicable interest under section 28AA of said
Act;

iii) penalty should not be imposed on them under Section 112(a) and 114A of
the Customs Acr, 1962;

19.1 Shri Dipak Shah, Shri Parthivbhai K. Shah and Shri Pathikbhai V. Shah,
Directors of M/s Navkar Transcore Rrt. Ltd. were cal1ed upon to shou, cause vide
Show Cause Notice bearing No. VIII/1O-71/DRI|O & A /HQ|2O27 22 dated
L7.O3.2O22 to the Additional Commissioner of Customs, Ahmedabad, havrng his
office at Custom House, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad; as to why penalty should not be
imposed upon them in terms of Section lI2 (al and 114AA of the Customs Act,
7962.

F .No. vnll 1,0- 7 4/DRil O &NHQ. 12021 -22
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19.2 Customs Brokers M/s. Comet Clearing Agency and Proprietor of M/s. Comet
Clearing Agenclr and M/s. Kaushali Internationa,l and Proprietor of M/s Kaushali
lnternational n,ere called upon to show cause vide Show Cause Notice bearing No.
VlllllO-74/DRI/O & A /HQ/2021-22 dated 77.O3.2O22, to the Additional
Commissioner of Customs, Ahmedabad, having his ofhce at Custom House,
Navrangpura, Ahmedabad; as to why penalty should not be imposed upon them in
terms of Section 112 (a) and 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962 in respect of import of
goods dealt by them and action should not be taken under the Customs Brokers
Licensing Regulations, 20 13.

20. DEFENCE REPLY:

The Importer M/s Navkar Transcore Pvt. Ltd. and Shri Dipak Shah, Shri
Parthivbhai K. Shah arrd Shri Pathikbhai V. Shah, Directors of M/s Navkar
Tralscore Art. Ltd. have submitted common reply to the said SCN vide their written
submission dated 28.04.2022. Details of their reply is given as under:-

2O.1 The show cause notice are unjustified and without any basis whatsoever, in as
much as they have not entered into any conspiracy or arrangement with the UK
based supphers for issuing fake or wrong MTCs for the goods in question, and there
is also no lrulh in thc suggcstion made in the show cause notice that the goods
imported b1' them were non-prime/ secondary/defective CRGO steel coi1s. The MTCs
have been issued arld supplied by the UK based suppliers ofthe goods and they have
had no role to play in such certification; and if the MTCS were actually fake or forged
ones, then the only person responsible therefore is the UK based suppliers, and not
they. They have ordered for prime quaIity CRGO steel coiis, and it is also on record
that all the purchase and import documents for the goods in question show the
goods as prime quality CRGO steel coils; and they have paid the price of the goods
which is also the normal market price of prime quality CRGO steel coils. They also
emphasize that the goods imported by them were not non-prime or secondar5r or
defective goods, but they were prime quality goods meeting with all the quality
requirements laid down by the BIS for such goods; and they also have reports of
quality standards and parameters of these goods when they were tested ald
arlalyzed in their in-house laboratory after being brought from the Customs Station.
The concessional rate ol Custom duties is not availed by them wrongly or incorrectly,
because the goods actually meriting classification under CTH 72257100 atd/or
722611OO were liable to be assessed to duties at the reduced rate under Notification
Nos.l2/2O1,2-Cus. and 50/2017-Cus. There is also no evidence establishing that the
goods imported by them were actually non-prime or secondar5z or defective CRGO
steel coils, and therefore the entire basis of the present proceedings is lallacious, and
oniy an assumption or presumption on part of the Revenue. They t-leerefore request
to withdraw this show cause notice \ rith all the proposals leveled thereunder
because such proposals are not sustainabie in facts as weil as in law.

2O.2 The evidence on record of the case shows that the Revenue has not
established that the goods imported by them were actually non-
prime/ secondary/defective goods; and the Revenue has also not established with
any evidence that these goods did not conform to the quality standards laid down by
the BIS and made applicable for import of such goods by virtue of the Quality
Control Orders. The evidence on record also shows that they have not entered into
any conspiracy or a-rrangement with the foreign suppliers for issuing ald supplying
fake or forgcd MTCs, and the evidence on record also shows that they have ordered
for prime quality goods and there had been no reason or evidence at all for resulting
in any doubt on their part that the goods imported by them were not prime quality
goods, or that the quality certificates accompanying the goods sold and supplied to
them by the UK based suppliers were not genuine. The exemption of a-11 the above
referred Notifications is admissible to the goods falling under CTH 72251100 ard
72261100, and therefore there is no justilication in the proposal to demand and
recover differentia-l custom duties only on the assumption that the imported goods
were non-prime/secondary/defective CRGO steel coils.

2O.3 The moot question that arises is whether the goods imported by them
were actually conforming to the Indian Staldards, or the goods were actually non-
prime/ secondary/defective in nature. Even if the MTCs accompalying the goods
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were not genuine, that would itself not mean that the goods imported b5r them were
actually non-prime or secondary or defective. Even rf the MTCs were discarded, that
would by itself not mean that the goods imported by them were not prime quality; or
that such goods did not conform to the quality standards laid down by the BIS.

20.3.1 Whether the goods imported in India conformed to the relevalt Indian
Staldard or not is a matter of verification, ana,lysis and testing. The goods imported
in India ought to be sent to the competent laboratory having facility for testing and
analysis of such goods, so as to ascertain the quality parameters arrd standards. In
case of goods like CRGO steel coils/sheets, it was incumbent on the Revenue to
have sent the samples to a proper laboratory for ascertaining the quality standards
laid down under ttre relevalt Indian Standard framed by the BIS. In the present
case, admittedly, there is no report of any competent or qualified laboratory
indicating that the goods imported by them under the concerned Bills of Entry were
not prime or good quality materials, but they were non-prime/ secondary/ defective
goods. In absence of any report or opinion or such certification, the allegation
leveled in the show cause notice that the goods imported by us were not prime
quality CRGO steel coils/ sheets but they were non-prlme/ secondan,/ defectrve goods
is only an assumption and only an inference, which rs not supported by any
evidence whatsoever.

20.3.2 In the present case no evidence is brought on record from the supplier's
end for establishing how such MTCs were sent with the goods by the UK based
suppliers. The department is very well aware that the goods have been sold and
supplied to them by M/s. Metalux Ltd., UK, and full address and contact details of
this UK based suppliers are a-lso available. When MTCs 'ivere admittedly supplied
with the goods by these suppliers of UK, it was expected of the department to have
contacted them for gathering evidence from them in respect of MTCs, and a-lso in
respect of ttre actual quality and nature of the goods.

20.3.3 There is no statement from aly of the involved parties in this case,
suggesting that the goods in question were non-pri.me/ secondary/defective goods.
The Nashik based Indial arm of M/s. Thyssenkrupp Elcctrical Steel has only
suggested that the MTCs were not issued by their parent company, but even the
Indian representative of the original manufacturer has not suggested that the goods
in question were non-prime/ secondary/defective goods. Similarly, there is no
evidence from the manufacturers M/s. Thyssenkrup also for suggesting that the
goods in question were non-prime/ secondary/ defective goods. Thus, except for the
allegation that MTCs accompanying the goods sold and supplied by M/s. Metalux
Ltd., UK, were not genuine, there is no evidence at al1 for establishing that the goods
imported were not of prime quality; or that the goods were non-
prime/secondary/defective materials in nature.

2o.3.4 Even if the MTCs accompanying the goods were not considered as
regards the quality parameters certified in such MTCs, the goods in question a-re not
established by the Revenue to be goods of non-prime/ secondary/defective quality,
and therefore the show cause notice issued on such fa-llacious basis about the
quality standards and the goods not being in conformity with the Indian Standards
laid down by the BIS is without any justification and without any substantiation.
The goods imported by them have been used as raw materials in manufacture of
goods like stampings and laminations in their factory'. Such stampings and
laminations are used as components of electrical transformers. They have been
selling and supplying stampings and laminations (produced from CRGO
coils/sheets) to reputed marufacturers of transformers, whose final products,
namely, transformers are of high quality and fine precision. If they used non-
prime/ defective/ secondar5r CRGO steel coils/sheets for production of stampings ald
laminations, then such components of transformers would also not be of good
quality, and their customers would not accept such substandard stampings and
iaminations not meeting with their quality requirements.

20.3.5 It is the normal practice followed in the trade, and they have a-1so been
following such practice, to get the raw materials brought in the factory tested in the
in-house facility so as to verify whether the quality standards of the raw materia.l
were acceptable, ald whether such raw materials were fit and suitable for being
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used in manufacture of the intended final products. They have availed laboratory
testing facilities of their sister concern M/s Vardhman Stampings Rrt. Ltd.

A full-fledged Laboratory with all requisite equipment and testing facility is
installed in the factory of M/ s. Vardhman Stampings Pvt. Ltd. The National
Accreditation Board for Testing & Calibration Laboratory has certified this testing
and calibration facility of M/s. Vardhman by issuing registration certificate. All the
consignments of CRGO steel coils/sheets imported by them are tested in this
iaboratory before being put to use. Each of the imported coils carries a specific
number ca-lled "Mcoil number"; and when the imported cargo is brought to their
factory, their internal coil number is given to each of the coils with reference to Mcoil
number. Thcrrafter, a representative sample is taken by cutting a piece of the metal
from each of the coils, and sent to the laboratory of M/s. Vardhman for testing and
analysis. Such samples eue anerlyzed and tested at this laboratory, and measuring
result by' way of a report for each of the coils is provided to them by M/s. Vardhman.
Only after it is found from reports of the said laboratory that the materials
conformed to the quality standards laid down by BIS, the imported materials are
issued by them for manufacturing of stampings and laminations in their factory.
They enclose a set of documents, namely, Certificate of Accreditation for laboratory
of M/s. Vardhman, a statement containing details of Mcoil numbers of the imported
materials with details like grade, width, thickness, weight arld also the
corresponding internal coil number, and specimen reports received from the above
laboratory of M/s. Vardhman. The imported materials were found and reported to be
of prime quality in accordance with IS 3024 upon testing and analysis, and such
reports clearly establish that the imported materials were not non-
prime/ secondary/defective goods as alleged.

20.3.6 There is one more angle to this case that has escaped the attention of
the Rcvcnuc u hile issuing lhis sholr' cause notice on the basis that the goods in
question wcrc non-prime / sccondary/ defective CRGO steel coils/sheets. If the
imported materia.ls \r.ere not of good quality, then they could not have used t-hem as
raw materials for the products, namely, stampings and laminations, which are also
of high standards and quality, because they were to be used as components of
electrical equipment like transformers. The price of the imported material was high,
ald it was the norma.l price of prime quality materials. The market price of
substandard goods or scrap material is much lower; and substandard or scrap
materials could not have been used by them as raw materiais for manufacturing
components of transformers. Only because MTCs accompanylng the imported
materia-1s are alleged to be fake or fabricated by the UK based suppliers, the other
relevalt factors like the price paid for the imported materials and the actual use to
which the imported materia.ls were put, cannot be bypassed by tJle Revenue. It is
also not suggested in the show cause noti.ce as to whether the materia-ls were "non-
prime quality'', or they were "secondary qualit/, or they were "defective qualit/, or
they were "scrap" in nature. It is also not shown in the show cause notice as to
which particuiar parameter or qua-lity standard of prime quality CRGO steel
coils/sheets was not met with by the imported materials. However, when the price
actually paid by them and the actual use the imported material was put to by them
are considered, it becomes clear that the imported materials were not non-prime nor
secondary or defective in nature. The proposals leveled in the show cause notice for
confiscation of such goods a-nd a,lso for denying reduced rate of Custom duties with
reference to Notjfication Nos.12/2012-Cus, 50/2017-Cus. atd 2l /2O12-Cus.
therefore do not hold any water, ald these proposals may therefore be withdrawn in
the interest of justice.

2O.4 Tlre proposal to deny benefit of the Notification Nos. 12l2Ol2-Cus and
50/2017-Cus and a-lso for denying exemption from SAD under Notification
No.27/2012-Cus. is without considering the scheme of the Notifications. There is no
condition in any of the Notifications that benefit thereof was admissible only to
CRGO steel coils/sheets which were accompanied with certifrcates of quality for
compliance of quality standards of IS 3024; or that the benefit of the Notifications
was admissible only when it was established by the importer that the goods were BIS
compliant. The proposal to deny exemption of the above Notifications is therefore
without any merit and without any justification.
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2o.4.1 The goods in question merit classification under CTH
7225llOO /72261100. CTH 7225llOO is for "Silicon - Electrical Steel Grain Oriented
of a width of 6 mm or more". CTH 72261700 covers 'Silicon Electrical Steel - Grain
Oriented of a width of less than 600 mm'. Thus, Silicon electrical steel, grain
oriented are classified under the above referred headings; and it is an admitted fact
of this case that the goods imported by them were classified under these Customs
headings and are covered under Notification Nos.12l2Ol2-Cus. (SI.No.330) as well
as 50/2017-Cus. (S1.No.366). A perusal of both these Notifications shoi.r,s that silicon
electrical steel, grain oriented were allowed reduced rate of Customs duty, when
such goods were classified under Headings 7225 ard 7226 of the Customs Tariff,
irrespective of the fact whether such goods conformed to the Indian Standards for
qua1ity laid down by BIS, or otherwise. Under these Notifications, conditions
applicable for tl.e exemption to any goods were specified under Co1.(6) of table to ttre
Notilications. But there was no condition under any of these Notifications that
concessional rate of Customs duty was admissible to such goods only if they were in
conformity with the BIS staldards. There was no condition under aly of these
Notifications that the concessional rate of duty was admissible only if the goods were
imported in compliance with the Quality Control Orders made by t.Ile BIS under
Section 14 of the BIS Act, 1986. For the exemption allowed under S1.No.330 of
Notification No.72l2Ol2-Cus. and also for the exemption allowed under S1.No.336 of
Notification No.50/2O 17-Cus., the Central Government had not provided for any
exclusion of CRGO electrica-l steel coil/ sheets imported into India for which no
quality certificates certifying conformity with the Indian Standards accompanied at
the time of their import. The conformity of such materials rmported into India with
the relevant quality standards or the certification and licence by BIS for manufacture
and sa.le of such materia"ls imported into India were not the conditions required to be
fulfilled for allowing benefit of the above referred Notifications. A plain reading of the
Notifications shows that exemption thereunder was admissible to all goods of
Chapter 72, including goods classified under CTH 7225I|00/72261100, and the
exemption was not dependent upon any evidence of such goods conforming to the
qua-lity standards laid down under IS 3024; nor was the exemption linked to the
quality standards of the imported goods. Therefore the proposal to deny exemption of
these Notifrcations for the goods in question is ex-facie incorrect and without any
justilication and without aly basis.

20.4.2 It is also noteworthy that no specific reason or ground is given in the
show cause notice for denying exemption of the above Notifications. Though it is
alleged tJ:at the goods were not prime quality, but it is not clarified in the show
cause notice as to whether the condition or quaiity of the imported goods (being of
prime quality) was a requirement laid down in thc Notifications; and no specific
provision of the Notifications is also referred to in this regard. Since therc is no
condition about the quality parameters of the goods for allowing exemption under
the Notifications in question, the Revenue has also not referred to any such
condition or provision of the Notifications. In this view of ttre matter, the proposal to
deny the concessiona.l rate of Customs duty for the goods imported by them is liable
to be withdrawn in the interest of justice.

2O.5 The next issue is whetl:rer the MTCs that they received qrith the imported
goods were fake ald/or forged ones; and if yes, whether they were aware about the
wrong doings of the suppliers, and they were in any way liable/responsible for such
wrong doings. In this regard, at the outset, they emphasize that there is no evidence
at all for suggesting (much less for establishing beyond a reasonable doubt) that they
knew or they had reason to believe that MTCs were fake and forged; arrd there is also
no evidence for even suggesting (much less for establishing beyond a reasonable
doubt) that they were responsible or liable for any fake/forged MTCs issued by the
UK based suppliers. The entire evidence on record would establish it beyond any
reasonable doubt that they have been an absolutely bonaficle buyer of CRGO steel
coils/sheets from the UK based suppliers, and they are victimised if the MTCs were
actually fake and forged ones.

2O.6.L They have always intended to purchase and procure prime quality
CRGO sheets/coils, because they require such good quality raw materials for
manufacturing components of transformers upon utilization of such raw materials.
While placing purchase orders to the overseas suppliers, they invariably mention
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that they required such materials conforming to the Indian standards prescribed by
the BIS. For ready reference, two purchase orders placed by them on M/s. Metalux
Ltd. of UK are enclosed. It is clearly mentioned in the POs that the goods required
were "prime CRGO electrical stccl coils (with BIS labels). While selling the goods to
them. the UK based supplicrs have also mentioned in the sales invoices that the
goods were "prime CRGO electriczr-l steel coils (with BIS iabels) as per contract
reference No. NT/IW/ 19072017 -943lNT/FC/03042017 -9a5". For ready reference,
two corresponding invoices issued by the UK based suppliers are enclosed.

In accordance with the normal international practice, certificate of origin has
always been supplied by the seller with the goods; and in the certificate of origin
also, the goods are described as "prime CRGO electrica-l steel coils (with BIS 1abe1s)
as per contract reference No. NT/IW/ 19O1,2OI7-943 /NT /FC lO3O42O 17-985'. Two
specimen certificates of origin are enclosed herewith.

Non-negotiable bills of lading are also issued for each of the consignments imported
by them. In bills of lading also, the goods are described as "prime CRGO electrical
steel coils (with BIS labels) as per contract reference No. NT/IW/ 19012017 -
943lNT lFClO3O42Ol7 -985". For ready reference, copies of two specimen bills of
lading are enclosed. Packing lists are also supplied by M/s. Metalux Ltd. of UK, and
details like bundle number. u'idth, thickness, net weight ald gross weight of the
materials described as "pnmc CRGO electrical steel coils (with BIS labels) as per
contract reference N. NT/tW/1901,2017-943/NT/FC/03042077-985" have been
recorded in the packing lists. Copies of two specimen packing lists are enclosed.

2o.6.2 Thus, a,ll the import documents clearly indicated ttrat the goods sold
and supplied to them were prime CRGO electricai steei coils with BIS labels. The
purchase orders placed by them were a-lso for prime CRGO electrical steel coils (qrith
BIS labels). When the description of the materials was so declared by the overseas
suppliers in all their documents and when all these import documents indicated that
the goods were prime quality raw materials bearing BIS labels, they had no reason to
believe that the materials sold and delivered to them were non-
prime/secondar5r/defective CRGO steel coils/sheets. In these circumstances, they
had no reason to doubt that the test certificates referring to the materials as prime
CRGO electrical steel coils (with BIS labeis) were fake or forged by the suppliers.

20.6.3 The price charged from them by the suppliers was the normal market
price of prime CRGO electrical steel coils (with BIS labels). Any substandard or
defective materials were much cheaper in price; and when the price charged by the
overseas suppliers (ar-rd paid by them through the normal banking channel) was tJle
normal market price of prime quality CRGO steel coils/sheets, they had no reason to
doubt that the materials being sold and supplied to us were not prime quality.
During the actual utilization of such materia-1s in their factory, no one has found
that the goods were non-prime/ secondary/defective CRGO steel coils/sheets. Their
customers to whom stampings and laminations produced by utilizing the imported
raw materials were supplied have also never complained about the quality of such
components sold arrd supplied by them to them. If the materials imported by them
were non-prime/secondary/defective in nature ald qua-lity, then the stampings and
laminations produced therefrom would not have been accepted by the quality
conscious customers to whom they have sold such stampings and laminations as
components of transformers. The description of the goods in all import documents
also indicated that the materials sold and supplied to them were in accordance with
their requirements placed before the supplier by way of purchase orders. It was for
these rensons that the]'have submitted MTCs before the Customs while filing bills of
entry for clearance of the goods lor home consumption. Their action of submitting
before the Customs the MTCs supplied to them by M/s. Meta.lux Ltd. was thus
absolutely bonafide, and their acts and behaviour in this case have also been
absolutely bonafide, and that of the normal importer.

2o.6.4 The allegations in tJle said SCN that they instructed the supplier to
change the description of the goods in the invoices ald that they entered into
conspiracy with the foreign supplier are not only absurd but highly objeclionable.
The Custom authorities have conducted investigation in this case, but no evidence is
adduced by the investigating officers for suggesting, alleging or establishing that they
had passed instructions to the supplier to change the description of the goods in the
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invoices as prime CRGO electrical steel coils. There is no evidence that the
investigating officers have adduced for suggesting, alleging and establishing that
they had entered into conspiracy with the foreign supplier. No documents like e-mail
or correspondence between them ald M/s. Metalux Ltd. of UK is found by the
officers for suggesting that they had passed instructions to the suppliers to change
the description of the goods in the invoices. There is no confirrnation from the
suppliers nor from their orgalization, for substantiating the Revenue's allegations
that they had passed instructions to the supplier to change the description of the
goods in ttre invoices and that they had entered into conspiracy with the foreign
suppliers. The investigating oflicers have not contacted any representatives of the
suppliers, nor have they contacted them in this regard; arld therefore the above
referred allegations are absurd and highly objectionable.

They have neither contacted the suppliers for changing description of the
goods in the documents issued by them nor they have had contact with M/s.
Metalux Ltd., UK for documentation to be prepared and issued by thcm. There is no
evidence on record for suggesting that they in any way requested the suppliers for
preparing documents in a particular manner, and there is also no evidence on record
of this case suggesting aly conspiracy or collusion between us and the overseas
suppliers. Therefore, the allegations leveled in the said SCN are absolutely
unjustified and improper.

20.6.5 In the above premises, they submit that they do not know whether
MTCs supplied by M/s. Metalux Ltd. were fake or forged ones. They had no reason to
doubt that the MTCs were incorrect or fake as discussed in paras above. In any
case, the MTCs are supplied by M/s. Metalux Ltd., UK and they have not been
responsible in any manner whatsoever for preparing and f or supplying the MTCs,
arrd it was only M/ s. Meta-lux Ltd., UK, who have been fully responsible for
supplying MTCs for the goods sold and supplied by them. Therefore, no penal action
could be taken against them in this case even if MTCs were found to be fake and
forged, because then it would be the sole responsibility and liability of the UK based
suppliers, and not that of a bonafide buyer like them.

2O.? The imported goods are proposed to be held as liable Ibr confiscation
under provisions of Section 11i(d), 111(m) and 111(o) of the Customs Act. But this
proposal is also without any justilication for more than one reason.

Firstiy, there is no vioiation of any nature that they have committed as
importer of the goods. The ingredients of Sections 111(d), (m) and (o) are not satisfied
in this case. Therefore, the goods in question are not liabie for conliscation in the
facts of this case.

zO.?.L Section 111(m) of the Customs Act is not attracted in the present case
because full and true details of the imported goods have been declared in Bills of
Entry filed for these goods. The description of the imported goods and also the other
particulars like quantity, value, classification etc. have been properly ald correctly
declared in the Bills.

20.7.2 Section 111(o) of the Customs Act comes into play when the goods were
exempted subject to any condition, and such condition $,as not observed. No case is
made out in the Notice that conditions of an1. notilication for exemption \ (rre not
satisfied. In any case, the goods cleared fcrr home consumption by filing Bills of
Entry have not been put under seizure, and these goods having been cleared for
home consumption, they cease to be "imported goods" as contemplated under
Section 2(25) of the Customs Act.

2().7.3 They relied upon the Judgements in case of Manjula Showa Ltd. 2008
(227) ELT 330 and Shiv Kripa Ispat Rrt. Ltd,. 2OO9 (235) ELT 623 of the Appellate
Tribunal in this regard.

2O.8 The proposal for imposition of penaities under Sections 112(a) and 114A
of the said Act are also unjustified because there is no case for imposing even a
token penalty on them. Al1 the documents required for clearance of imported goods
were submitted by them. They have not done anything nor omitted to do any'thing
which would render the goods liable to confiscation. There is no wrong information
suppiied by them while importing and clearing the goods, and they have also not
suppressed any information from the Custom Authorities. The goods were cleared
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after inspection and verification by proper Customs ofiicers, arrd the duties assessed
by the competent Custom Officers were paid by them before taking clearance of the
goods. Therefore, none of the ingredients of Section 114A of the Customs Act is
satisfied in this case for imposing aly penalty on them. They relied upon the
Judgement of Honble Supreme Court in the lald mark case of Messers Hindustan
Steel Limited reported irr 1978 ELT (J159) wherein the Hon'ble Supreme Court has
held that penalty should not be imposed merely because it was lawful to do so.

2O.9 The proposal to impose personal penalty on Shri Dipak Shah, Shri
Parthivbhai K. Shah and Shri Pathikbhai V. Shah, Directors of their Company under
Sections 712 and 114AA of the Act is also iilegal ard unjustified. Shri Dipak Shah,
Shri Parthivbhai K. Shah and Shri Pathikbhai V. Shah have not done anything or
omitted to do anything which would render the goods in question liable for
confiscation. Shri Dipak Shah, Shri Parthivbhai K. Shah and Shri Pathikbhai V.
Shah were working as the Directors, and they had not dealt with any goods in his
personal capacity. They have not dealt with any goods for any personal gain.
Further, it is not shown in the show cause notice as to how Shri Dipak Shah, Shri
Parthivbhai K. Shah and Shri Pathikbhai V. Shah were concerned in the activities
like carrying, removing, depositing, harbouring, keeping, concealing, selling or
purchasing, and that they have dea-lt with the goods with knowledge or reason to
beiieve that they were iiabie to con{iscation. In absence of any such evidence
showing that they dealt with t1e goods in question though they knew or had reason
to believe that the goods in question were liable to confiscation, Section 112 (a) & (b)
is not applicable against them in tJle facts of this case. Hence, proposals to impose
penalty imposed on them under Section 112 of the Act deserves to be vacated in the
interest of justice. They relied upon the decision of the Tribunal in case of Z.U. Alvi
V/s. CCE, Bhopal reported in 2000 (36) RLT 721, tn support of their contention.

2O.lO The proposal for recovery of interest under Section 28AA of the said Act
is also an action de-hors of any merit in law. The present one is not a case of any
duty not lcvicd or short levied or erroneously refunded and hence Section 28AA of
the Act is not applicable,

2O.Ll They submit that it is not proved nor established by the depa-rtment
that the goods imported by them were non-prime/ secondary/defective goods; and it
is also not proved nor established by the Customs Department that the goods
imported by them did not conform to the quality requirements specilied under the
Qua.lity Controi Orders issued by the BIS. They also submit that it is also not
established by the department beyond reasonable doubts that the quality certificates
i.e. MTCs received by us with the goods and other import documents were fake arld
forged ones. The Customs department has not established nor proved that they
were in ary way [able or responsible for quality certifications in respect of the goods
in question, and that MTCs about the goods were fabricated or created by the UK
based supplies at their instance. They also submit that the benefit of Notification
Nos.L2 /2O12-Cus, 50/2017-Cus. and 21 12O72-Cus was admissible for the goods in
question; and that benefit of these Notifications cannot be denied even if MTCs
supplied bv the UK based sellers were fzrke/forged, because there is no requirement
in the Notifications that benefit thereof was admissible only for the goods imported
with certification about BIS compliance for such goods. They also submit that goods
are not liable for confiscation under any provisions of tl.e Customs Act, ald no
penalty could be imposed on their compary nor on the directors in tfre facts of this
case.

They therefore request to wittrdraw this show cause notice with all the proposals
leveled thereunder in the interest ofjustice. They also request for a personal hearing
before passing any final order on this show cause notice, and oblige.

Finally, the importer has concluded that in view of the above discussion, the SCN is
deserved to be quashed.

2L. The Customs Brokers M/s. Comet Clearing Agency and its Proprietor, namely,
Shri Girish Shah have submitted a common reply to the said SCN vide their written
submissions dated 18.04.2022. Details of their reply is given as under:-

2l.l.l They, M/s. Comet Clearing Agency are a Proprietary concern which is
managed by Shri Girish Shah, the second Noticee herein. The subject show cause
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notice has been issued to them in conneclion with the enquiry on M/s. Navkar
Traascore Rrt. Ltd. In connection with this enquiry, the show cause notice has been
issued to M/s. Comet Clearing Agency and Shri Girish Shah as Co-noticees on the
grounds that they being the CHA have helped M/s. Navkar Transcore R/t. Ltd to
clear the imported goods.

21.L.2 At the outset, it is submitted that the proposals levelled in the show
cause notice as against them are completely baseless and based on assumptions and
presumptions. The department has alleged that they have used the fake MTCs to
facilitate the clearance of the CRGO sheets and that they have assisted M/s. Navkar
Transcore hrt. Ltd. to clear these goods liable for confiscation based upon such
forged documents and hence they are liable to be penalized. The allegations levelled
in the show cause notice are merely allegaLions and are not supported by any cogent
evidence. There is not even a single statement or any other record which suggests
that they had knowledge that M/s. Metalux Ltd. were supplying fake and forged
MTCs to M/s. Navkar Transcore Rrt. Ltd. That ttrey knew that such MTCs were fake
ald still engaged in tJle clearalce of the imported goods. Without there being aly
cogent evidence to suggest that they had knowledge that the imported goods were
being cleared on fake MTCs, the department cannot implicate them so as to impose
penalties under Section 112(a) ard 114AA of the customs Acl, 1962. It is a settled
legal position that penalty cannot be imposed based upon assumptions and
presumptions and that for penalty to be imposed, cogent evidence of the fact that
there was knowledge to the effect that the goods were liable for confiscation is to be
demonstrated. For there to be penal action of anv nature. the deparlment has to
positively show that there was mens-rea on the part oI the person engaging in such
transaction and that such person having knowledge that the imported goods were
liable for confiscation, is essential. Merely by making allegations that they had
indulged in using fake documents to facilitate clearance of the goods does not by any
stretch of imagination prove that they have undertaken the clearalce of such goods
on behalf of M/s. Navkar Trarscore Pvt. Ltd. with knowledge that the MTCs were
fake and the material was of non prime quality. They had r€ceived these MTCs from
M/s. Navkar Tralscore hrt. Ltd. and they could never have imegrned that the foreign
suppter would have engaged in forgery of such documents namely MTCs. The
department has in the subject show cause notice nowhere shown or suggested that
whether they had knowledge that the documents were forged or that they had
knowledge that the imported material was not of prime quality. They as a CHA are
responsible for the clearalce of the goods based upon the documents provided by
the importer and even with due indulgence they would never have known that fal<e
and forged documents were being provided to them for the purpose of customs
clearance. Therefore, even if they have helped M/s. Navkar Transcore Pvt. Ltd. as a
CHA to clear imported goods, they have not undertaken any transaction while
having knowledge that the imported goods were liable for confiscation inasmuch as
the MTCs were fake and the goods were of non prime quality (not BIS compliant).
Therefore, since they have not acted to facilitate the clearance with knowledge that
such goods were liable for confiscation, they cannot be penalized mereiy for acting as
a bona-fide customs house agent. Therefore, the proposals to impose penalty under
Section 112(a) arrd 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962 are liable to be vacated in the
interest ofjustice.

2L.L.3 The law about imposition of penalty on a CHA and under what
circumstances penalty under Section 712 and 114AA can be imposed has come up
for consideration before t1.e Hon'ble Tribunal and various High Courts on many
occasions. The Honble Tribunal, Mumbai in the case of M/s. Savithri Jewellers Pvt.
Ltd. reported at 2O2O (37 4) E.LT 754 has held that when the department has not
produced any evidence to establish that the CHA had any knowledge about mis-
declaration, ald when the CHA has prepared documents rn a bona-fide manner
based upon the declaration made by the exporter, the CHA cannot be penalized
under Sections 114(iii) ald 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962. In another case of M/s.
Apson Enterprises reported at 2Ol7 (358) ELT 817, the Hon'lcle Tribunal, Mumbai
has again held that when the department has nothing to show that the CHA was
concerned with or aware about the valuation of goods, the CHA cannot be penalized
under Section 114(iii) of the Customs, Act, 1962. In the case of Nirmal Kumar
Agarwal reported at 2OL3 (298) ELT 133 the Hon'ble Tribunal has again held that
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until and unless it is proven that the CHA was aware of the mis-declaration and the
ingredients of Section 114(iii) are complete, no penalty can be imposed on the CHA.
The Hon'ble Tribunal, Chennai in the case of M/s. Moriks Shipping and Trading Rrt.
Ltd. reported at 2O08 1227) ELT 577 has categorically held that the customs house
agent is not required to go irlto the authenticity of the declaration made by the
exporter in the export documents and in absence of any evidence to show that the
CHA not only participated in mis-declaration, penalty under Section 114(iii) cannot
be imposed. The department went in appeal against the decision of the Hon'ble
CESTAT and the Madras High Court rn its decision reported at 2015 (317) ELT 3 has
vide a detailed order confirmed the hndings given by the Hon'ble Tribuna-l and has
held that in absence of arry positive evidence that the CHA was actually involved in
mis-declaration, penalty under Section 114 of the Customs Act, 1962 calnot be
imposed. Thus the law about imposition of penalty on the CHA is very clear that only
when the CHA was well aware and actually participated in facilitating tlle mis-
declaration of goods or va1ue, can the CHA be held accountable. Furthermore, it is
also clear that the CHA is not supposed to go into and verify each and every detail
provided by the exporter about description and value of goods, and therefore, the
proposals in the Show Cause Notice are devoid of any merits and hence liable to be
vacated in the interest ofjustice.

21,1.4 The penalty proposed under section 1i4AA is also unjustified and
un\&.arrantcd in the facts of thc present case. It is nowhere stated in the show cause
notice about them having any know'ledge that the goods are not declared correctly or
about the MTC's being fake. In absence of aly evidence the proposal of penalty is
unjustified. Section 114AA of the Act provides for penalty if a person knowingly or
intentionally makes, signs or uses or causes to be made, signed or used any
declaration, statement or document which is false or incorrect in any materia-l
particular, in the transaction of any business for the purposes of the Act. However,
it is not established in this case that they had knowingly or intentionally made,
signed or used or caused to be made, signed or used any declaration, statement or
document which was false or incorrect in any material particular. Thus, it is clear
that the said provision comes into play only in cases where material particulars have
been found to be incorrect and lalse. However, as has been substantiated earlier,
there has been no deliberate mis-declaration , and therefore, the same could not be
the basis for imposing any penalty under Section 114AA of the Customs Act. This
being the case, Section 114AA is not at a1l applicable in the facts of the present case
and hence such proposal is liable to be vacated in the interest ofjustice.

2L.L.5 Thc Show Causc Notice proposes to impose penalty on the proprietary
firm as well as the proprietor. It is a settled legal position that pena-lty cannot be
imposed on both the proprietary firm as well as the proprietor, inasmuch as such
would lead to double jeopardy. Any penalty on a proprietary firm would fall on its
proprietor on1y, thereby resulting in double pena-1ty on the same person. Since the
Constitution of India also prohibits punishing a person more than once for the same
offence, the penalties on the proprietary firm as well as the proprietor which
uitimately falls on the proprietor is also a punishment more than once for the same
aileged offence as held by the Hon'ble Delhi High court in the case of Anil Kumar
Mahensaria vs. Commissioner of Customs reported at 2008 /2281 ELT 166 (Del) and
Appellate Tribunal in the decisions reported in 2000 (147l, ELT 1213 and 2001 (128)
ELT 113. In the present case, where Shri. Girish Shah is the Proprietor and M/s.
Comet Clearing Agency is his proprietary firm, any penalty on proprietor ald
proprietary firm would also tantamount to punishing the same person more than
once for the same alleged offence. Therefore the proposal to impose penalty on both
the on proprietor and proprietary firm is not legal and hence liable to be vacated in
the interest of j ustice.

2L.2.L The Customs Brokers M/s. Kaushali International ald its Proprietor
namely, Shri. Nilay Vij aykumar Choksi have submitted a common reply to the said
SCN vide their written submissions dated 14.04.2022. Details of their reply is given
as under:-

21.2.2 They have received the subject Show Cause Notice whereby they have
been called upon to show cause as to why penalty should not be imposed upon us in
terms of Section 112(a) and 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962. They, M/s. Kaushali
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International are a Proprietary concern which is managed by Shri Nilay Vijay Kumar
Chokshi, the second Noticee herein. The subject show cause notice has been issued
to them in connection with the enquiry on M/s. Navkar Transcore R.t. Ltd.

2L.2.3 In connection with this enquiry, the show cause notice has been issued
to M/s. Kaushali International R/t. Ltd. and Shri Nilay Vijay Kumar Chokshi as Co-
noticees on the grounds that they being the CHA have helped M/s. Navkar Transcore
hrt. Ltd to clear the imported goods. Furthermore, they have also noted that the
subject show cause notice also alleges that the imported goods were accompanied
with fake MTCs and that the goods were of non prime quality, that since they have
iiled the bills of entry for M/s. Navkar Transcore hrt. Ltd., they have also indulged in
abetting the import of prohibited goods which were 1iable for confiscation. Therefore,
penalty has been proposed on both the noticees, namely M/s. Kaushali Internationa1
and its Proprietor, Shri Nilay Vijay Kumar Chokshi.

21.2.4 At the outset, it is submitted that the proposals levelled in the show
cause notice as against them are completely baseless and based on assumptions
and presumptions. The department has alleged that they have used the fake MTCs
to facilitate tJ:e clearalce of the CRGO sheets arrd that they have assisted M/ s.
Navkar Transcore Pvt. Ltd. to clear these goods based upon such forged
documents and hence they are liable to be penalized. The allegations levelled in
the show cause notice are merely allegations and are not supported by any cogent
evidence. There is not even a single statement or any other record which suggests
tJrat we had knowledge that M/s. Metalux Ltd. were supplying fake ald forged
MTCs to M/s. Navkar Transcore Rrt. Ltd. That they knew that such MTCs were
fa-ke ald still engaged in the clearance of the imported goods. Without there being
any cogent evidence to suggest that they had knowledge that the imported goods
were being cleared on fake MTCs, the department cannot implicate us so as to
impose penalties under Section 112(a) and 1 14AA of the customs Act, 1962. It is a
settled legal position that penalty cannot be imposed based upon assumptions and
presumptions ald that for penalty to be imposed, cogent evidence of the fact that
there was knowledge to the effect that thc goods lr'ere liablc for confiscation is to
be demonstrated. For there to be penal action of arrv nalurc, the department has
to positively show that there was mens-rea on the part of the person engaging in
such transaction and that such person having knowledge that the imported goods
were liable for confiscation, is essentia-I. Merely by making allegations that they
had indulged in using fake documents to facilitate clearance of the goods does not
by any stretch of imagination prove that they have undertaken the clearance of
such goods on behalf of M/s. Navkar Transcore Rrt. Ltd. with knowledge that the
MTCs were fake ald the materia-l was of non prime quality. They had received
these MTCs from M/s. Navkar Tralscore R/t. Ltd. and they could never have
imagined that the foreign supplier would have engaged in forgery of such
documents namely MTCs. The department has in the subject show cause notice
nowhere shown or suggested that whether they had knowledge that the documents
were forged or that they had knowledge that the imported material was not of
prime quality. They as a CHA are responsible for the clearance of the goods based
upon the documents provided by the importer and even with due indulgence they
would never have known that fake ald forged documents u'ere being provided to
them for the purpose of customs clearance. Therefore, even if the1, have helped
M/s. Navkar Transcore Pvt. Ltd. as a CHA to clear imported goods, they have not
undertaken any transaction while having knowledge that the imported goods were
liable for confiscation inasmuch as the MTCs were fal<e ald the goods were of non
prime quality (not BIS compliant). Therefore, since they have not acted to facilitate
the clearance with knowledge that such goods were liable for conliscation, they
carnot be penalized merely for acting as a bona-fide customs house agent.
Therefore, tJ:e proposals to impose penalty under Section 112(a) and 114AA of the
Customs Act, 7962 are liable to be vacated in the interest of justice.
21.2.5 The law about imposition of penaIty on a CHA and under what
circumstances penalty under Section 112 and 114AA can be imposed has come up
for consideration before the Hon'ble Tribunal ald various High Courts on many
occasions. The Honble Tribunal, Mumbai in the case of M/s. Savithri Jewellers
Rrt. Ltd. reported at- 2O2O (37 4) ELT 754 has held that u,he n the department has
not produced any evidence to establish that the CHA had any knowledge about
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mis-declaration, and when the CHA has prepared documents in a bona-fide
manner based upon the declaration made by the exporter, the CHA cannot be
penalized under Sections 1la(iii) arid 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962. In another
case of M/s. Apson Enterprises reported at 2Ol7 (358) ELT 817, the Hontrle
Tribunal, Mumbai has again held that when the department has nothing to show
that the CHA was concerned with or aware about the va-luation of goods, the CHA
cannot be penalized under Section lla(iii) of the Customs, Act, 1962. In the case
of Nirma-l Kumar Agarwal reported at 2Ol3 (298) ELT 133 the Hon'ble Tribunal has
again held that until arrd uniess it is proven that the CHA was aware of the mis-
declar/ation and the ingredients of Section 1la(iii) are complete, no penalty can be
imposed on the CHA. The Hon'ble Tribuna-I, Chennai in the case of M/s. Moriks
Shipping and Trading Pvt. Ltd. reported at 2008 (2271 E.LT 577 has categorically
held that the customs house agent is not required to go into the authenticity of the
decl:rration made by lhe exporter in the export documents and in absence of any
evidcnce to show that the CHA not only participated in mis-declaration, penalty
under Section 114(iii) cannot be imposed. The department went in appeal against
the decision of the Hon'ble CESTAT and tJle Madras High Court in its decision
reported at 2015 (317) ELT 3 has vide a detailed order confirmed the findings given
by the Honble Tribuna-1 and has held that in absence of any positive evidence that
the CHA was actuaily involved in mis-declaration, penalty under Section 114 of
the Customs Act, 1962 cannot be imposed. Thus the law about imposition of
penalty on the CHA is very clear that oniy when the CHA was well aware and
actually participated in facilitating the mis-declaration of goods or value, can the
CHA be held accountable. Furthermore, it is also clear that the CHA is not
supposed to go into and verify each and every detail provided by the exporter
about description and va-lue of goods, and therefore, the proposals in the Show
Cause Notice are devoid of any merits and hence liable to be vacated in the
interest of justice.
21.2.6 The penalty proposed under section 1 14AA is also unjustified and
unwarralted in the facts of the present case. It is nowhere stated in the show
cause notice about us having aly knowledge that the goods are not declared
correctly or about the MTC's being fake. In absence of aly evidence the proposal of
penalty is unjusLified. Section 114AA of the Act provides for penalty if a person
knowingly or intentionally makes, signs or uses or causes to be made, signed or
used aly declaration, statement or document which is false or incorrect in any
material particular, in the transaction of any business for the purposes of tlle Act.
However, it is not established in this case that we had knowingly or intentionally
made, signed or used or caused to be made, signed or used any declaration,
statement or document which was fa.ise or incorrect in a:ry material particular.
Thus, it is clear that the said provision comes into play only in cases where
material particulars have been found to be incorrect and false. However, as has
been substartiated earlier, t-here has been no deliberate mis-declaration, ald
therefore, the same could not be the basis for imposing any penalty under Section
1 14AA of the Customs Act. This being thc case, Section 114AA is not at a-11

applicable in the facts ol the present case and hence such proposal is liable to be
vacated in the interest of justice.
2L.2,7 Show Cause Notice proposes to impose penalty on the proprietary
firm as well as the proprietor. It is a settled legal position that pena-lty cannot be
imposed on both the proprietary firm as well as the proprietor, inasmuch as such
would lead to double jeopardy. Any penalty on a proprietary firm would fa-ll on its
proprietor on1y, thereby resulting in doubie penalty on the same person. Since the
Constitution of India also prohibits punishing a person more than once for the
same offence, the penalties on the proprietary hrm as well as the proprietor which
ultimately falls on the proprietor is a-lso a punishment more than once for the
same alleged offence as held by the Honble Delhi High court in the case of Anil
Kumar Mahensaria vs. Commisioner of Customs reported at 2008 (2281 ELT 166
(Del) and Appeilate Tribunal in the decisions reported in 2000 (1471 E,LT 1213 and
2OO1 (128) ELT 113. In the present case, where Shri Nilay Vijay Kumar Chokshi is
the Proprietor and Kau shali International is his proprietary {irm, any penalty on
proprietor and proprietary firm would a.lso tantamount to punishing the same
person mor(' than once lor the same alleged offence. Therefore the proposal to
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impose penalty on both the on proprietor ald proprietary firm is not legal and
hence liable to be vacated in the interest ofjustice.
22. Shri Amal Dave Advocate has, on O5.O1.2023, submitted a common written
submission on behalf of all the noticees M/s. Navkar Transcore Pvt. Ltd. and its
directors Shri Dipak Shah, Shri Parthivbhai K. Shah and Shri Pathikbhai V. Shah,
M/s. Comet Clearing Agency and its proprietor Shri Girish Shah and Kaushali
International and its proprietor Shri Nilav Vijay Kumar Chokshi, u herein, ir has
been stated tJlat similar cases were made out by the DRI against the importers like
M/s. Lykos India hrt. Ltd., and M/s. Trafigura India Pvt. Ltd. The cases were made
out by the DRI with respect to the country of Origin Certificate and that the
country of Origin Certificate was fake and hence the benefit of concessiona.l rate of
duty was wrongly claimed by these assesses. However, the similarity between tJle
present case and the case of those assesses is that whether the extended period of
limitation cal be invoked in cases where there is no evidence to show that the
assesses were actually aware of the certificates being fake ald whether the assesse
carr be biamed just because the foreign supplier provided fake certifrcate of origin
certificate or fake mill test certificate. The assesses namely M/ s. Lykos india
B/t.Ltd. arrd M/s. Trafigura India R,t.Ltd. challenged the show cause notices and
respective orders passed in the High Court of Gujarat against them in the High
Court of Gujarat by filling writ petitions. The Writ Petitions were fi1ed on the lines
that when the assesse is not aware of the certificate of origin being fake and there
is no positive evidence to show that the assesse had connived with the foreign
supplier, the extended period of invocation u,ould not be invokable and duties
cannot be demalded from the assesse. In the present show cause notice the
noticees have a-lso raised the very sarne ground which were raised in the Special
Civil Application No. 14028 ol 2O2O. The bunch of petitions which challenged the
show cause notices and orders passes by the Customs Department against the
assesses for importing goods using fake certificate of origin certilicate were heard
finally by the Division Bench of the Gujarat High Court. The Hon'ble Gujarat High
Court on O4.1O.2O22 aJter conducting final hearing in these petitions reserved its
final order. They produce copy of order reserving the judgement in the case of
M/s. Trafrgura India Rrt. Ltd. The outcome of SCA No.14028 of 2022 has great
bearing on the present case in as much as the question of law as to whether arr
assessee can be blamed when the foreign supplier provides fal<e document and
whether in such circumstances, the extended period of limitation can be invoked
to impose duties and penalties on the assessee, if ansu,ered in favour of tie
assessee, would cover the present case. Therefore, the noticees also request that
the adjudicating authority should consider an.aiting the juclgement ol rhe Hon'l-rle
Gujarat High Court in the case of M/s. Trafigura India Pvt. t-td. (supra) and dccide
the present controversy also in accordance with the principles which may be laid
down by the Hon'ble High Court.

23. RDCORD OFPERSONALHEARING:

Personal Hearing in the matter was held on O5.O1.2O23, wherein, Shri Amal
Dave, Advocate Consultant appeared before the undersigned on behalf of ali the
noticeess i.e. Custom Brokers M/s. Comet Clearing Agency and Kaushali
International their proprietors, Shri Girish Shah and Shri Nilay Vijay Kumar
Chokshi, respectively, and tl.e importer M/s. Navkar Transcore R/t. Ltd. and its
directors and reiterated the written submissions made in their replies to the show
cause notice dated 74.04.2022, 7A.O4.2O22 and 28.04.2022, respectively. He
requested to consider Advisory No, O1 /2022 dated 29.12.2022 issued by the
Principal Chief Commissioner of Customs, Mumbai Zone-l while deciding the penal
provisions invoked against CHAs and its proprietors. During the course of personal
hearing held on O5.O1.2O23, Shri Amal Dave Advocate hi:s further submitted a
common written submission on behalf of all the above sard Oll noticees and
reiterated the same.

24. DISCUSSION & FINDINGS :-

24.1 I have carefully gone through the facts of the case, defense submissions
made by the importer M/s. Navkar Transcore Pvt. Ltd., and its directors, Customs
Brokers M/s. Comet Clearing Agency and M/s. Kaushali International and their
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Proprietors Shri Girish Shah and Shri Nilay Vijay Kumar Chokshi and case laws
quoted in support of their contentions, Advisory No. Ol/2O22 dated 29.72.2022
issued by the Principal Chief Commissioner of Customs, Mumbai Zone-I as well
as, oral submission made during the course of Personal hearing and materials
available on record.

I iind that the issues to be decided by me are:-

a) Whether the importer M/s. Navkar Tralscore Rrt. Ltd. had imported non-
prime/ secondary grade of Cold Rolled Grain Oriented (CRGO) Electrical
Steel Coils by mis-declaring the sarne as Prime Grade Cold Rol1ed Grain
Oriented (CRGO) Electrical Steel Coils/CRGO Electrical Steel Sheets in Coils
under the Bills of Entry frled by them, as mentioned under Table-3 of the
said SCN, on the basis of allegedly issued fake/forged Mili Test Certificates
in the name of the manufacturer of the goods?

b) Whether t1 e goods cleared under the Bills of Entry as detailed in Table-3 of
the said SCN, is liable to confiscation under Sections 111(d), 111(m) and
111(o) of the Customs Act, 1962 read with regulations stipulated under
Section 11 of the Foreign Trade (Development and Regulation) Act, 1992,
Rule 1 1 of the Foreign Trade (Regulation) Rules, 1993 arrd Ruie 14 (2) of the
Foreign Trade (Regulation) Rules, 1993.

c) Differential Duty of Customs totally amounting to Rs. 44,9O,23O/- leviable
on the goods imported vide Bi1ls of Entry details as in Table-3 of the said
SCN, should bc determined ald recovered from the importer under the
provisions of Section 28 (4) of the Customs Act, 1962, along with applicable
interest under sectlon 28AA of said Act or otherwise?

d) M/s. Navkar Transcore Pvt. Ltd. are liable to pena-ity under Section 112(a)
and 1144. of the Customs Act, 1962, for act of omission and/ or commission
and for the reasons and allegations as discussed in the said SCN or
otherwise?

e) Shri Dipak Shah, Shri Parthivbhai K. Shah and Shri Pathikbhai V. Shah,
Directors of M/s Navkar Transcore hrt. Ltd. are liable to penalty under
Section 112(a) and 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962, for act of omission
and/ or commission and for the reasons and allegations as discussed in the
said SCN or otherwise?

f) Whether both the Customs Broker's Firms and its Proprietors are liable to
be punished under Section 112 (a) and 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962, for
clearing said import cargo by using the allegedly issued Mill Test
Certificates?

24.2 Now, I take up the issues to decide one by one. I find that the show cause
notice a.lleges that the importer has imported goods i1legal1y by mis-declaring them
to customs authorities and submitting fake/ forged Mill Test certificates. The
product in question is the Cold Rolled Grain Oriented (CRGO) Electricai Steei Coils.
The dispute is in respect of the quality of the aforesaid product imported by the
Importer. As per the said SCN, the Importer had imported sub-standard/ non-prime
grade CRGO Electrical Steel Coils by mis-declaring the same as Prime Grade Cold
Rolled Grain Oriented (CRGO) Electrical Steel Coil/CRGO Electrical Steel Sheets in
Coils by using fake Mill Test Certilicates of the foreigrr malufacturer, vtz. M/s.
ThyssenKrupp Electrical Steel, which were supplied by their UK based Supplier
M/s. Metalux Ltd.
24.3 Pime grade Coid Rolled Grain Oriented (CRGO) Electrical Steel Coils,
conforming to the IS 3024, faJ.ling under Customs Tariff ltem 72251700 /72261100,
is allowed for importation into India. In terms of the Steel ald Steel Products
(Quality Control) Order, 2012, as amended by Steel and Steel Products (Quality
Control) Second (Amendment) Order, 2014, non-prime grade CRGO Electric steel
coils is prohibited / restricted for import. The allegation is that to circumvent the
Quality Control Order, the Importer had used fake/ forged Mill Test Certificates for
clearing the consignment of non-prime CRGO Electrica-l steel coils by mis-declaring
the same as prime grade CRGO Electrica.l Steel Coils/ CRGO Electrical Steel Sheets
in Coils and wrongly availed concessional rate of Customs Duty prescribed in
Notification No. l2/2Ol2-Customs dated. 17.03.2012 and Notifrcation No' 50/2017-
Customs dated 30.06.2017 and the Special Additional Duty exemption provided
under Notilication No. 21/2012-Cus dated 17.3.2012.
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24.4 lt is observe that Cold Rolled Grain Oriented (CRGO) Steel is a critical input
in the Transformer industry. The qua-lity of CRGO (whether prime grade or
otherwise) inlluences the performance of a Transformer. The better the CRGO, the
lower are the technical losses of the Transformer. Usage of inferior/non-prime
CRGO can be lucrative to the manufacturer, as the overall production cost could
drop substantially. Section 14 of Bureau of Indian Standards Act, 1986 empowers
the Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) to grant licences to manufacturers to use the
staldard mark on their products to indicate their conformity to the relevant Indian
standards. For considerations of health, safety and consumer protection, the
Government of India has made the Standard Mark compulsory for specified certain
items under various Acts/Rules/Quality Control Orders/ Notifications. With a view
to curbing the use of non-prime/ substandard CRGO Electric Steel Coils, the
Government, Ministry of Steel, by exercising the po'*'ers conferred by Section 14 of
the Bureau of Indian Standards Act, 1986, has passed Steel and Steel Products
(Quality Control) Order, 2072, as amended by Steel and Steel Products (Quality
Controi) Second (Amendment) Order, 2O 14 that make it mandatory that steel
products mentioned in the Schedule sha-Il bear the standard mark under a licence
issued by the Bureau of India-n Standards (BIS). The prescribed Indian Standards
for 'Grain Oriented Electrica-l Steel Sheet and Strips" (CRGO) is IS 3024, as listed at
Sl No. 7 in the Schedule to the said Order. Further, as per Section 17 of the Bureau
of Indian Standards Act, 2016, import of such items is not permitted without the
requisite BIS license and fulfillment of conditions that the product should meet the
prescribed quality parameters/technica-l requirements of the relevant Indian
Standards and bear the standard marks. In fact, the Government made it
mandatory for all foreign steel mills to get certification from BIS (Bureau of Indian
Standards) for CRGO steel. CBEC (now CBIC) a-1so vide Instruction issued from
F.No. 450/71/2014-Cus.IV dated O9.O7.20i4, with reference to the Steel a:nd Steel
Products (Quality Control) Order, 2072, clarified that import of any sub-standard
CRGO Electrica-i sheets/strips in contravention of the Steel and Steel Products
(Quality Control) Order, 2OI2 should not be allowed.
24,5 TI:.c importer M/s. Navkar Transcore Pv1. Ltd. is engaged in the import of
Cold Rolled Grain Oriented Electrica-l Steel Sheet/Coi1 (CRGtl). For import of Prime
gade CRGO Steel Coils/Sheets, BIS Certification is maldatory requirement as per
the Steel and Steel Products (Quality Control) Order, 2012, as amended by Steel
and Steel Products (Quafity Control) Second (Amendment) Order, 2014. The same is
also mentioned in the Instruction issued under F.No. 450/71/2OI4 dated
O9.O7.2O14 by CBIC. On the basis of information about the importation of non-
prime/ secondary/defective grade of Cold Rolled Grain Oriented (CRGO) Electrical
Steel Coils by mis-declaring it as consignments of Prime grade Cold Rolled Grain
Oriented (CRGO) Electrical Steel Coil/CRGO Electrical Steel Sheets in Coils on the
basis of forged/ fake Mi1l Test Certificates, which were supplied by the foreign
supplier M/s. Metalux Ltd, U.K., Department of Revenue Intelligence (DRI) initiated
an investigation against the Importer.
24,6 From the verification report provided by the Authorized Representative/
Subsidiary unit of malufacturer i.e. M/s ThyssenKrupp Electrical Steel India Pvt.
Ltd. Nashik vide email dated 01.02.202 I pertaining to Mill Test Certificate/
Inspection Certificate ald a-lso from information avarlable in Letter dated 20.1,2.2017
of M/s.ThyssenKrupp Eiectrical Steel GmbH, it is observed that fake/forged Mill
Test Certificates were submitted by the Importer before the Customs Authorities
during clearance of goods viz. non-prime/ secondary grade Cold Rolled Grain
Oriented (CRGO) Electrical Steel Coils/CRGO Electricai Steel Sheets, supplied by
M/s.Metalux Ltd., UK and mis-declared the same as Prime CRGO Electricai Steel
Coils/CRGO Electrical Steel Sheets in coil form. The said fake/ forged Mill Test
Certificates were used for importing restricted/prohibited goods and for evading
Customs Duty by suppressing the facts and mis-declaring the non-prime/ secondary
CRGO Electrical Steel Coils/ CRGO Electrical Steel Sheets/Coils as Prime CRGO
Electrica-l Steel Coils/ CRGO Electrical Steel Sheet in Coils.
24.7 It was informed by the marufacturer of the impugned goods viz.
M/s.Thyssenkrupp Electrical Steel, GmbH vide letter dated 20.12.2017 that
(i) The prime CRGO exported to India is issued with MTC (Mill Test Certificate)
indicating the magnetic propertles of the CRGO shipped from the factorv. Such
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CRGO shipped to India also bear BIS quality mark, as per the licence granted to
their factories in Frarce ald Germaly.
(it) MTC issued for non-prime material clearly mentions the non-prime grade and
never ever bears a BIS mark. Whenever, non-prime goods are sold by
Thyssenkrupp Electrica-l Steel, the invoice issued for such sale indicates the quality
as non-prime.
(fifl M/s Metalux, UK is a trading frrm and it has purchased in 2017 not more
thal 117 Metric Tons of BIS marked Prime CRGO (thickness 0.27mm only) from
them. It has also purchased upto 3500 MT non-prime CRGO from tl'rem. The said
non-prime materia-l was of course in no case BIS marked and cieariy identified as
non-prime in both MTCs and Invoices. The marketing of those goods had been
affected by M/s. Meta-lux Ltd. on its own account and risk in each case.
24.4 On the backdrop of above report pertaining to the sale of CRGO by the
manufactu rer viz. M / s. Thl,ssenkrupp Electrical Steel to the trading firm, M/ s.
Metalux. U K du ring the year 20 1 7, import data were verified. Surprisingly, from ttre
analysrs of lmport detail it is observed that total of 6580 MT of prime CRGO
Electrical Steel Sheet/ Coil purportedly manufactured by M/ s.ThyssenKrupp
Electrical Steel, was exported by M/s.Metalux Ltd., UK to different Importers in
India during the year 2OL7 and out of 6580 MT, the Noticee Importer had imported
around 593.68 MT declaring as Prime quality CRGO from M/s. Metalux Ltd., UK in
2017 , wit}: Mill Test Certilicates purportedly issued by M/ s. ThyssenKrupp
Electrical Steel. However, the manufacturer, M/s.ThyssenKrupp Electrical Steel,
confirmed that they had sold only 117 MT of prime material to M/s Metalux Ltd.,
UK in 2017, whereas the importer alone was found to have imported around 593.68
MT declaring as Prime quality CRGO from M/s. Metalux Ltd., UK it2017, with Mill
Test Certificates issued in the name of M/s.ThyssenKrupp Electrica-l Steel. It is thus
clearly evident that a-11 the corresponding Mill Test Certificates purportedly issued
by M/s. ThyssenKrupp Electrical Stee1, which were used by the Importer to clear
the import consignments of non-prime/ sub-standard CRGO steel, supplied by M/s.
Metalux Ltd, by mis-declaring under various Bills of Entry as Prime Grade, are
forged/ fake i.e., not issued by M/s. ThyssenKrupp Electrical Steel ald it appeared
that no valid BIS Certificate was produced for the import of aforesaid cargo which
suggests that the imported consignments u/ere not prime grade CRGO Electrical
Steel Coils/ CRGO Electrical Steel Sheets in Coils.
24,9 Thus, vide ietter No. DRI/HQ-CI/SODlMisc-123/2O18 dated
t6.IO.2O2O, Deputy Director, DRI, New Delhi forwarded one Annexure showing t}te
details of goods imported by the Importer alongwith photocopies of all the Mill Test
Certifrcates, purportedly issued by M/s.ThyssenKrupp Electrical Steel, pertaining to
import of said goods from M/s. Metalux Ltd., UK covered under various Bills of
Entry filed by the Importer during 2Ol7 &,2O18, which were submitted before the
Customs during clearance of goods, to M/s.ThyssenKrupp Electrical Steel India Rrt.
Ltd., Nashik, a subsidiary Indian unit of M/ s.ThyssenKrupp, Germany for
verification of authenticity of the subject Mill Test Certifrcates.

24.10 M / s.ThyssenKrupp Electrical Steel India Rrt. Ltd., Nashik vide email
dated 01 .O2.2O21 had confirmed that all the Mill Test Certificates referred in the
Annexure-C.1. viz. Mill Test Certifiates issued against nine Bills of Entry filed by
the Importer, were not issued by them. Further, they also mentioned that Mill Test
Certificates reference numbers sent along with annexure details are not the real
reference numbers of M/s. ThyssenKrupp Electrica-l Steel.

24.L1 This confirmation report issued by M/s.ThyssenKrupp Electrical Steel
India Rrt. Ltd., Nashik, a subsidiary Indian Unit of M/s. ThyssenKrupp Electrical
Steel, Germany has underlined the observation of the Department that all the Mill
Test Certificates, issued in the name of M/s.ThyssenKrupp Electrical Steel,
produced by the Importer before Customs for clearing the import consignments of
non-prime/sub-standard CRGO steel coils by mis-declaring it as Prime Grade
under Bills of Entry are fake ald resultaltly tJle product in fact that entered into
India was non-prime/sub-standard CRGO steel coils import of which is
prohibited/ restricted in terms of Steel and Steel Products (Quality Control) Order,
2072, as amended by Steel and Steel Products (Quality Control) Second
(Amendment) Order, 2014 and CBIC's Instruction issued under P.No.
45O I 7 1 / 2o1 4 dated 09.07.20 14.
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24.12 Copy of aforesaid Mill Test Certificates issued in the name of M/s.
ThyssenKrupp Electrical Steel were provided by the Importer during investigation
to the DRI vide their letter dated 2O.O4.2O19 and email dated 15.1O.2O19. Either
Importer and its Directors or the Customs Broker, M/s. Kaushali International
have not disputed the possession and submission of the Mill Test Certificates in
question before Customs while importing the goods under Nlne Bills of Entry as
mentioned under Table-3 of the said SCN dated 17.O3.2022.

24.L9 The verification reports provided by M/s. ThyssenKrupp Electrical
Steel, discussed above, are also not challenged by any of the Noticees in the
present Show Cause Notice. In fact, the written submissions of the Noticees does
not challenge the confirmation given by the manufacturer that the Mill Test
Certificates issued in their name are fake or forged but their argument is only that
they were not awaJe of the forgery. Thus, it can easily be concluded that all the
Mill Test Certiflcates issued in the name of ThyssenKrupp Electrical Steel, which
were produced by the Importer before Customs to clear the import consignment of
non-prime/defective grade CRGO Steel coils under nine Bills of Entry are fake.

25. M/s. Navkar Transcore Brt. Ltd. has contended that they ordered for
prime quality CRGO steel coils and all the purchase and import documents for the
goods in question show the goods as prime quality CRGO steel coils does not hold
water as the Mill Test Certificates which are the most fundamental document in
ascertaining the nature and quality of the CRGO steel coils, are proved as fake.
Mill Test Certificate is issued by the manufacturer of product to certif)' the features
of the product ald its compliance to applicable norms and technical speci{ications.
Mill Test Certificate issued by the marufacturer is an essential document for
import of CRGO Electrica-l Steel Coils, as BIS Certificate is a mandatory
requirement for its import into India in terms of the Steel and Steel Products
(Quality Control) Ord,er, 2012, as amended by Steel and Steel Products (Quality
Control) Second (Amendment) Order, 2014. If they brought Prime grade CRGO
Electrical steel coils, they would not have produced counterfeited Mill Test
Certificates before Customs. Use of fake/forged document is a way to cover up a
crime or illega-l act. Forgery is defined under Section 463 of Indian Penal Code,
whosoever males any fake document or incorrect electronic record or part of a
document with al intention to cause damage or injury, to the public or to arry
person, or to support any claim or tit1e, or to cause any person to share with
property, or to enter into any express or implied contract, or with purpose to
commit fraud or that fraud may be accomplished, commits forgery. Forgerv hence
carr be described as a means to achieve an end and the end is an instalce of
action or scheme fabricated to mislead someone into believing a lie or
inaccuracy. In the instant case, forged/fake Mill Test Certificates, supplied by their
overseas supplier, M/s.Metalux Ltd., UK, are produced by the Importer before a
Government Agency, i.e. Customs, to cover up a fraud viz. bringing
restricted/prohibited non-prime/sub-standard grade CRGO Electrical steel coils
into India by way of mis-declaring it in the import documents like Bills of Entry,
invoices etc and wrongly availing concessional rate of import Duty and Duty
exemption. This fraud would not only effect the Government Revenue by way of
wrongly pocketing concessiona.l import Duty benefit and Duty exemption intended
for prime CRGO steel sheets/coils but a.lso effect the economy of the country as
the low quatity of such defective/ sub-standard CRGO Electrical steel coils have a
direct bearing on the quality of the Transformers and its lifespan. As per the
wdtten submissions of the Importer it is seen that the goods in question imported
by them had been used as raw materia,ls in manufacture of goods like stampings
and laminations in their factory and such stampings and laminations are used as
components of electric transformers.

26. M/s. Navkar Transcore Pvt. Ltd. has further contended that there is
no evidence whatsoever on record of this case for even remotely suggesting that
the goods imported by them were not prime quality and the goods in question did
not conform to the quality standards laid down by the BIS, is not based on facts.
The goods in question were supplied by the UK based supplier M/s. Metalux Ltd.
Department is having a clinching evidence in the form of a letter dated 2O.L2.2OL7
of M/s.ThyssenKrupp Electrical Steel, the manufacturer, discussed hereinabove in
preceding paras, which supports the fact that the CRGO Electrical steel
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sheets/coils imported by the Importer were non-prime/sub-standard grade CRGO
steel sheets/coils and not prime grade. As per this letter, M/s. ThyssenKrupp
Electrica-l Steel had sold only 117 MT of prime material to M/s Metalux Ltd., UK in
2077. But the fact is that against this 117 M.T. Prime Material procured by the
said foreign supplier, the Importer alone had imported around 593.68 MT
decl:rring as Prime quality CRGO from M/s.Metalux Ltd., UK in 2077 on the basis
ol Mill Tr:st Cr:rlificalcs issucd in the nane of ThVssenKrupp Electrical Steel.
From this discrcpancv, it can be easily concluded that the Importer had brought
non-prime CRGO steel coils from M/s.Metalux Ltd by mis-declaring it as prime
grade with the support of counterfeited Mil1 Test Certificates issued in the name of
ThyssenKrupp Electrica-l Steel. Further, this evidence is corroborated by the
conhrmation report issued by the manufacturer's Indian unit, viz. ThyssenKrupp
Electrical Steel Limited, Nasik vide email dated Ol.O2.2O2l which has clearly
stated that a-11 the Mill Test Certificates issued in the name of ThyssenKrupp
Electrical Steel, which were produced by the Importer before Customs while filing
various nine Bills of Entry, as mentioned under Table-3 of the said SCN, are not
issued by ThyssenKrupp Electrical Steel and the references mentioned in these
Mill Test Certilicates are in no way linked to any ThyssenKrupp Electrical Steel
real reference numbers. Thus there is no doubt that counterfeited Mill Test
Certificates, provided by their UK based supplier, M/s.Metalux Ltd, were used by
the Importer to get Customs clearance for the restricted/prohibited non-
prime / defective / sub- stand ard CRGO trlectrical steel sheets/coils in the guise of
prime grade. Thus, there are overwhelming evidences to prove that the goods
imported by the Importer were not prime quality and the goods imported did not
conform to the quality standards laid down by the Bureau of indian Standards.

Importer is also found to have contended that there is no evidence like
statements from arly of their Executives or Directors or Employees and there is no
evidence at al1 from the manufacturers of the goods or from the sellers and
suppliers of the goods and also from the buyers of the goods that the imported
goods supplied by M/s. Metalux Ltd, UK were non-prime/secondary/defective in
nature. Owing to the vita-l documentary evidences obtained from the manufacturer
of goods, discussed above, this contention does not merit for arry consideration. It
is noteworthy to point out here that whiie making such contentions, tJre Importer
has deliberately avoided the vital question as to why they used forged Test
Certificates in getting Customs clearance for the import cargo of CRGO Electrica-l
steel coils/sheets. If the CRGO Electrical steel coil/sheets were of prime grade,
such consignment would have been accompanied by genuine Mill Test Certificates,
certrfy'ing thc goods' conf<lrmitl to rcquired ISI specification, and they would not
have used such forged documents.

26.L It is also noticed from their written submissions that it was merely
stated that the imported materia-1s were tested in their in-house laboratory and the
reports of laboratory conlirmed that the materials were prime CRGO Steei
Coils/Sheets without submitting aly such reports in support of ttre submission. In
their defence reply they produced Certificate of Accreditation for their Laboratory,
a statement containing details of their imported materials and specimen reports
received from the laboratory. However, in fact the said Annexure contains the copy
of the Certificate of Accreditation for their Laboratory with Scope of Accreditation.
Hence, no evidentiary value is found in this submission.

26.2 In view of above facts, I came on conclusion that the goods in
question imported by the importer were mis-declared by producing fake Mili Test
Certificates before the Customs, as per the evidences gathered in the form of
reports/letters dated 20.72.2017 and O1.O2.2O21 issued by the manufacturer,
M/ s.ThyssenKrupp Electrical Steel. I also rely upon following judgements in
support of my findings.

(i) Hon'b1e Supreme Court in the case of Collector of Customs, Madras
and Ors Vs. Bhoormull, reported in 1983 (13) ELT 1546 (S.C.) held that
Department was not required to prove its case with mathematical precision; that
the whole circumstances of the case appearing in t1 e case records as well as other
documents are to be eva-luated ald necessar5l inferences are to be drawn from
these facts as otherwise it would be impossible to prove everything in a direct way.
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(ii) Hon'lcle CESTAT, West Zona-l Branch, Mumbai in the case of A.N.
Guha & Co vs. Collector, reported in 1996 (86) E.L.T. 3331 held that it is not
necessary for tl-e department to establish a fact with mathematical precision. Once
the presumption as to the existence of a fact is raised against the assessee that the
input has not been transported in the vehicle mentioned in the invoices, it is
reasonable to say that the inputs were not received in the factory.

(iii) North Regional Bench of Hon1:le Tribunal, New Delhi in the case of
Kanwarjeet Singh & Ors Vs. Collector Central Excise, Chandigarh, reported in
l99O {47) ELT 695 (Tri.) held that strict principles of evidence for proseculions in
criminal proceedings not to apply to quasi- judicial proceedings.

(i") Hon'lcle High Court of Guj arat in the case of Maganlal Gulabchandra
Shah Vs. Union Of India, reported at 1,992 (59) trLT 235 (Guj.) held that it is not
necessary for the Customs authorities to prove that any particular person is
concerned with their illicit importation or exportation. It is enough if the
Department furnishes prima lacie proof of the goods being smuggled stocks.

In the light of above referred case 1aws, it can be said that Department
has been able to establish its case with such a degree of preponderance, the
existence of afact could be said to have been proved.

27, The Importer has further argued that the goods in question are not
established by the department to be goods of non-prime/secondary/defective
quality and therefore the Show Cause Notice issued on such fa-llacious basis about
the quality standards and the goods not being in conformity with the Indian
Standards laid down by the BIS is without any justification and without any
substantiation. This contention does not merit any attention. For import of Prime
grade CRGO Steel Coils/ sheets, BIS Certificate is maldatory requirement as per
tlre Steel and Steel Products (Quality Control) Order,2012, as amended by Steel
and Steel Products (Quality Control) Second (Amendment) Order, 2014 and as per
the Instruction issued by CBIC under F.No. 45O/71/2014 dated 09.07.2014.
Thus, the obligation to prove that their import consignment of CRGO steel
coils/sheets was conforming to specified norms of BIS i.e. IS 3024, was with the
Importer only. Mill Test Certiiicates which accompanied the goods in question were
found as forged/fake, and hence the goods in question were proved as not having
any valid BIS certification, as required under tl:e aforesaid Quality Control Orders.
Therefore, I frnd much force in the charge made in the said SCN that non-
prime/ secondar5r/defective quality CRGO steel coils/sheets were brought by the
Importer under the cover of fate Mill Test Certificates by mis-declaring it as Prime
$ade CRGO Steel Coils/ CRGO Electrical Steel Sheets in Coils.

24. The Importer has argued that documents like purchase orders placed
by them on M/s. Metalux Ltd, UK, Sales invoices of the said supplier, Certificates
of Origin and Bi1ls of Lading, show that the goods sold and supplied to them were
Prime CRGO electrica-l steel coils with BIS Labels and hence they had no reason to
believe that the materials in question were non-prime/ secondary/ defective CRGO
steel coils/sheets. For the import of a product which is under mandatory BIS
certification, relevant Test Certificate is the first and foremost document.
Accordingiy, in the instant case, Mil1 Test Certificate is the first and foremost
document. Concerned Mill Test Certificates supplied by the foreign supplier were
proved as fake, which is not at all disputed. Considering that the main document
is proved as forged, not much validity can be given to the other secondarSr
documents such as invoices, purchase orders etc. Moreover, most of such
documents are issued by their UK based supplier, M/s. Metalux Ltd, who is
accused by the manufacturer of goods viz. M/s.ThyssenKrupp Electrical in issuing
Mill Test Certilicates in their names without their knowledge. Hence, credibility of
such documents is a-lso in doubt.

29. Therefore, as discussed above, it is found that during the period from
24.O3.2O17 to 24.O1.2018, the Importer had imported 593.681 MT non-
prime/defective grade Cold Rolled Grain Oriented (CRGO) Electrical Steel Coils
supplied by M/s. Metalux Ltd, U.K. by mis-declaring the same as Prime grade in
the seven Bills of Entry mentioned under Table 3 of the sard SCN under the cover
of fake/forged Mil1 Test Certificates issued in the name of M/ s.ThyssenKrupp
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Electrical. It is also proved beyond doubt that the Importer had used such
counterfeited Mi1l Test Certificates to circumvent the restriction/prohibition
imposed on the import of non-prime CRGO sheets/coils and had fraudulently
availed the concessional import duty benefit under Notification No. 12 /2012-
Customs dated 17.3.2012 (S1 No. 330) and Notification No. 50/2o17-Customs
dated 30.6.2017 (Sr.No. 366). It is therefore proved that the product they
imported under these Bills of Entrlr was Non-Prime/defective grade CRGO
Electrica-l Steel Coils/Sheets.

30 Out of the totd, 796.977 MT imported, 593.6881 MT were imported on
palrrnent of Customs Duty of Rs. 1, 1 I ,87 ,ll4 I - after wrongly availing the
concessional rate of Duty exemption to the tune of Rs. 44,90,230/- in terms of
Notification No.12 /2Ol2-Customs dated 17.O3.2012 for the period from March,
2Ol7 to 30th June, 2Ol7 and further wrongly availing the beneht of Notification
No. 50/2017-Customs dated 30.06.2017 for the later period.

31 Remaining 203.296 MT u'erc imported under Advance Authorization
Scheme under Notification No. l8/2015 dated O1.04.2015 and no Customs Duty
was paid by the Importer. During clearance of the said goods, the Importer had
wrongly availed the Duty exemption benefit under Notification No. 50/2017-
Customs dated 30.O6.2Ol7.The said goods were imported under Advalce
Authorizations by the Importer by foregoing Customs Duty to the tune of Rs.
62,61,963/- under the Notilication No. 18/2015 dated 01.04.2015.

32. Show Cause Notice proposes for recovery of Customs Duty not/short
paid on the CRGO Electrical Coils imported vide Bills of Entry as cited under
Table-3 under Section 28 (4) of the Customs Act, 7962 along with interest at
applicabie interest under Section 28AA of the said Act.

32.L Demand is made for the recovery of Customs Duty amounting to Rs.
44 ,9O,23O I - leviable on the non-prime/defective grade CRGO Electrica-l Steel
Coils/ Sheets imported by mis-declaring as Prime Grade, as detailed at Sl No. L to
7 under Tablc 3, along with interest.

32.2 Sl.No. 330 of Notification No. 12/2O72-Cus. dated 77.3.2012 provided
concessional rate of Customs Duty benefit in respect of the goods falling under
Cha ter 72 which was as under-

A11 goods other than the
following-
(i) goods mentioned
against Sr. Nos 367,364,
369,370,37r & 376
(ii) seconds &defectives of
goods falling under
Ch ler 72

It would be evident from above that second and defective grade
products falling under Chapter 72 are not entitled for the benefit of above
concessional rate. Notification No. 72 /2O12-Cus was replaced by Notification No.
50/2017-Customs dated 30.06.2017 and the duty exemption benefit in respect of
above said goods is continued under Sr No.366 therein. The goods in question is
classified under CTH 7225llOO /72261 100. In the instant case it is proved beyond
doubt that the goods imported by the Importer is non-prime/defective grade CRGO
Electrical Steel Coils/Sheets, falling under Chapter 72 wl:Lich, is not eligible for the
a-foresaid benefrt of concessional rate of Duty of Customs. Hence, such non-
prime/defective grade goods fa-lling under Chapter 72 are not entitled to aforesaid
concessional rate of Customs Duty.

32.3 Notilication No. 2l /2O12-Cus. dated 17.3.2012 g ants exemption
from pa5rment of Additional Duty of Customs when tl"e goods listed therein are
imported into India. Sr-No. 79 of this Notification covers Cold Rolled Sheets of
Grain- Oriented Silicon-Electrical Steel other tharr seconds and defectives, falling
under CTH 722511OO,722611OO, r.r,hich is as under-

72 (except 7202 6000,
7208, 7209, 7210, 72rt,
7272,7225. 3090,7225
40 19,7225 50 or 7225
99 00)

Sr.
No

Chapter/ Heading/ Sub
heading/Tariff Item

Description of goods Stan-
dard
rate

Addt.
Duty
rate

Cond-
ition
No.

5%
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Sr
No

Chapter/Heading/ Sub
heading/Tariff Item

Description of goods Standard
rate

7225tt00, 72261100 Cold rolled sheets of grain- oriented
silicon-electrical steel other thar
seconds and defectives

Nil

Benefit of exemption from payment of Additional Duty of Customs is also
not entitled to the goods imported by the Importer as the goods imported by the
Importer is non-prime/defective grade CRGO Electrica-1 Steel Coils/Sheets, falling
under CTH 7 2251 7OO / 7 226 L IOO.

3.2.4 Importer is found to have argued that there was no condition under
any of these Notifications that concessional rate of Customs Duty was admissible
to such goods only if tJley were in conformity with the BIS standards; that there
was no condition under any of these Notifications that the concessional rate of
Duty was admissible only if ttre goods were imported in compliance with the
Quality Control Orders made by the BIS under Section 14 of the BIS Act, 1986. It
is undisputed that benefit of concessional rate of Customs Duty under Notification
No. L2/2O12-Cus. (Sr.No. 330) and Notification No. 50/2017-Cus (Sr.No. 336) is
not admissible to the Second and defective grade of goods falling under Chapter
72. It ts undisputed that a-1i the Mill Test Certificates issued in the name of the
manufacturer are forged/fake and hence it can be considered that no valid BIS
certification is provided to the goods imported. ln absence oi valid BIS certificatron
to the products imported, it can easily be concluded that such products do not
conform to required BIS norm i.e. BIS 3024. In such situation, these products can
be considered oniy second/defective grade. It is an admitted fact that
seconds/ defective goods falling under Chapter 72 are outside purview of aJoresaid
Notifications. Considering these facts, no merit is found in the argument of the
Importer.

33 Thus, the demand raised to recover the differentia-l Customs duty to
the tune of Rs. 44,90,230/- would sustain. Therefore Customs duty of Rs.
44,9O,23O / - in respect of the goods imported during the period from 24.03.2017 to
24.01.2018 as mentioned at Sr.No. 1 to 7 under Table-3 of the said SCN is liable
to be confirmed and recovered under the provisions of Section 28 (4) of the
Customs Act, 1962.

34.1 It is contended by the Importer that the requirement of the goods
being in conformity with the Indian Standards framed by the B1S is applicable only
in case of goods imported in normal circumstances, but not for goods lmported
against a valid Authorization. This contention is not proper in as much as for the
import of CRGO Electrical Steel Coils/ Sheets, BIS certification is mandatory.
Thus, irrespective of the scheme under which the subject goods are to be
imported, this mandatory condition of BIS Certification should be complied with.

34.2 Para 4.18 of Foreign Trade Policy 2Ol5-2O provides that no export or
import of an item shall be allowed under Advance Authorisation / DFIA if the item
is prohibited for exports or imports respectively. As per Para 2.8 of Foreign Trade
Policy 2015-20, formulated under Section 5 of Foreign Trade (Development
and Regulationl Act, L992, any goods /service, the export or import of which is
'Restricted' may be exported or imported only in accordalce with an Authorisation
/ Permission or in accordalce with the Procedures prescribed in a Notification /
Public Notice issued in this regard. At this juncture, it is to reca-1l that in terms of
the Steel and Steel Products (Quality Control) Order, 2O I 2, as amended by Steel
and Steel Products (Quality Control) Second (Amendment) Order, 2014, non-prime
gade CRGO sheets/coils is prohibited / restricted for import. CBIC with reference
to the Steel and Steel Products (Quality Control) Order, 2012, vide Instruction
issued from F.No. 45O/71/ 2O l4-Cus.IV dated 09.O7.2014 clarified that import of
any sub-staldard CRGO sheets/strips in contravention of the Steel and Steel
Products (Quality Control) Ordet,2Ol2 should not be allowed.

34.3 Principal Bench of Hon'ble Cestat, New Delhi in the case of Munjal
Showa Ltd Vs. Commissioner of C.Excise, Faridabad, reported in 2008 (227) E.L.T.
330 (Tri.Del.) held that forged licences have no lega1 sanctity or validity'that on a
forged licence, the benefrt of exemption Notilication cannot be a-llowed as it will
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amount to legalizing fraud; that they are of the considered view that no beneht
arising out of fraud can be claimed by the appellalt Company.

35. The Counsel during the course of personal hearing has submitted
additional written submissions on behalf of the Noticees wherein by referring to
cases of other importers like M/s. Trafigura India Rrt Ltd etc, which is before
Hon'ble High Court of Gujarat for final decision, it is contended that extended
period of limitation cannot bc invoked to impose duties and penaities as there is
no evidence to show that the Noticees u,ere actually aware of Mill Test Certifrcates
provided by the overseas supplier being fake. As discussed at preceeding paras
above, as per the High Court's orders produced by the Counsel, the issue of
extended period of limitation is not contested in the said cases. Further I find that
though the Importer and its Directors had complete knowledge that the Mill Test
Certificates were to be obtained from BIS approved manufacturer of Prime CRGO
Electrical Steel, yet they knowingly submitted forged/fake Mill Test Certificates
before the Customs Authorities and mis-declared the description of goods for
circumventing the restriction/prohibition imposed on non-prime CRGO steel and
for fraudulently availing Duty benefit under Notification No.12/2012-Customs
dated 17.03.2012 (Si. No. 330) and Notification No. 50/2017-Customs dated
30.06.2017 (S1. No. 366), Notification No. 2ll2Ol2-Cus dated 17.3.2072 and
Notification No. 18/2O15 dated 01.04.2015. The said act of the Importer amounts
to willful mis-statement of facts to evade payment of Customs Duty and to
circumvent the BIS requirement. This enables invocation of Section 28 (4) of the
Customs AcL, 1962 in terms of clause (b) of the said Section. Purther the Importer
had knowingly suppressed the true and correct description of the goods, which
were actually non-prime/ secondary CRGO Electrical Steel Coils/Sheets, from the
Department by mis-declaring the import cargo under concerned Bills of Entry.
These acts of suppression of facts by the Importer enabled invocation of the
provisions of Section 28@l of the Customs Act, 1962 in terms of clause (c) of the
said Section.

36. It has also been proposed by the Show Cause Notice to demand and
recover interest on the differential Customs Duty of Rs. 44,9O,23O I - under
Section 28AA of the Customs Act, 1962. Section 28AA ibid provides that when a
person is liable to pay Duty in accordance with the provisions of Section 28 ibid, in
addition to such Duty, such person is also liable to pay interest at applicable rate
as well. Thus the said Section provides for pal,rnent of interest automatically along
with the Duty confirmed/determined under Section 28 ibid. In the present case,
Customs Duty amounting to Rs. 44,9O,23O/- is 1iab1e to be recovered under
Section 28$) of the Customs Act, 7962. Therefore, I hold that interest on the said
Customs Duty determined/ confirmed under Section 28(4) ibid is to be recovered
under Section 28AA of the Customs Act, 7962.

37. Show Cause Notice also proposes for the confiscation of the illega1ly
imported goods having assessable value of Rs.5,26,41,187/- in terms of Section
111 (d), Section 111 (m) and Section 111 (o) of the Customs Act, 1962, read with
Section 11 of the Foreign Trade (Development and Regulation) Act, 1992, Rule 11

of the Foreign Trade (Regulation) Rules, 1993 and Rule 14 (2) of the Foreign Trade
(Regulation) Rules, 1993.

37.L I frnd that CRGO Electrical Steel Coils/Sheets which were imported
by filing fake Mill Test Certificates did not have the BIS certification required as
per tlre Steel ard Steel Products (Quality Control) Order, 2012, further amended
vide order dated 3 lst March, 20 14. It is a.lso not in dispute that in view of t1le
General Note 2(a) of Schedule-I of the Import Policy framed under Foreign Trade
and Development Regulations Act, 1992, mandatory BIS standards prescribed for
products manufactured in India also apply to imported goods. As per Section 17 of
BIS Act, 20 16, import of such item is not permitted without the requisite BIS
license. In other words, goods which do not meet the mandatory BIS requirements
cannot be imported into India. In terms of the said Quality Control Orders and
Instruction issued under F.No. 450/71 l2Ol4 d,ated, O9.OT.2OI4 of CBIC, non-
prirne grade CRGO Coils/Sheets is prohibited/ restricted for import. Importer had
wi1lfu1ly mis-stated the description of the goods as Prime Grade CRGO Steel Coils/
CRGO Electrica-l Steel Sheets in Coils in concerned Bills of Entry by using such
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fale/ forged Mill Test Certificates as against the actual description of non-
prime / defective grade CRGO Steel Coils/Sheets arrd wrongiy availed concessional
rate of Customs Dutlr and Customs Duty exemption and violated tJre provisions of
Section 46 (4) of the Customs Act, 1962. Accordingly, for the illegal importation of
restricted/prohibited goods and for the act of willful mis-declaration of the
description of the said imported goods, the same a,re liabie to conliscation under
Sections 111(d), 111(m) and 111 (o) of the Customs Act, 1962, read with Section
11 of the Foreign Trade (Development and Regulation) Act, 7992, Rule 11 of the
Foreign Trade (Regulation) Rules, 1993 and Rule 14 (2) of the Foreig:n Trade
(Regulation) Rules, 1993.

38. Now, I examine the proposal of penalty upon the Importer under the
provisions of Section 112 la) and 114.4 of the Customs Act, 1962. The penalty
under Section 114A can be imposed onl), if the Dutl- demanded under Section 28
ibid by alleging wi1lfu1 mis-statement or suppression of lacts etc. is
confirmed/determined under Section 28 $) of Customs Act, 1962. As discussed in
foregoing paras, t1.e Importer had willingly mis-stated the description of goods with
an intention to avoid ttre restriction/prohibition imposed on the import of the
goods and to wrongly avail the benefits of concessional Customs Duty rate and the
Duty exemption provided under Notification No. 1212012-CE and Notifrcation No.
50/2017-Cus. I hold that differential Customs Duty of Rs.44,9O,23O /- is to be
demanded and recovered under Section 28 $l of Customs Act, 7962. As the
provision of imposition of penalty under Section 1144, ibid is directly linked to
Section 28(4) ibid, I hnd that penalty under Section 114A of Customs Act, 1962 is
to be imposed upon the Importer.

38.1 The Importer contended that as no dishonest or contumacious
conduct on their part having been proved, even a token penalty would not be
justified, they relied upon the Honble Supreme Court judgment in the case of
Hindustan Steel Limited reported in 1978 ELT (J i59 for the said contention. I find
that Hon'lcle Apex Court in this case has ruled that no penalty should be imposed
for technical or venial breach of legal provisions or where the breach flows from
the bona-frde belief that the offender is not liabie to act in the marner prescribed
by the Statute. In the present case, the Importer had knowingly used fake Miil Test
Certificate to avoid the mandatory requirement of BIS Certilication for the
imported cargo and to enter the restricted/ prohibited goods into India ald also
wrongly availed Customs Duty exemption benefits. Hence this case iaw is not
applicable in the present situation.

38.2 The Importer argued t-hat the entire evidence on record would
establish it beyond any reasonable doubt that they had been an absolutely
bonalide buyer of CRGO steel coils/sheets from the UK based suppliers, arld they
were victimized if the MTCs were actually fake ald forged ones. It is also stated by
them that there was no evidence for suggesting that they knew or they had reason
to believe that MTCs were fake and forged. In tire event that such argument is
tal<en at its face value, it would mean that the Importer is claiming that they have
been cheated by the supplier. Hoil'ever, the Importer have placed nothing on
record to indicate that they have initiated any legal action against all the
concerned for such cheating. Given the grave consequences of the present case,
whereby they are saddled with huge Customs Duty liability alongwith other
liabilities on account of goods being liable to conliscation and other penal
proposals, it is hard to digest that the Importer have not initiated arly legal action
against the concerned persons. Thus, the ajgument that they were not aware of
the genuineness of the Mill Test Certificates is merely in the nature of
afterthought. Further, any prudent business entity would thoroughly examine the
credentia-ls of their suppliers before entering into any contract with them. This is
especially so in light of the fact that the present transaction involves international
jurisdiction ald any litigation would be an expensive alfair. It cannot be said that
the Importer had entered into business dealing w.ith the concerned persons
without having checked their credentials ald as such the argument of ignorance is
not palatable on this count too. In the instant case, the Importer, under the
strength of fa-ke Mill Test Certificates have fileri the Bills of Entry b1' mis-declaring
the description of the goods as Prime Grade CRGO Electrical Stecl Coils/ CRGO
Electrical Steel Sheets in Coils which does not correspond to the actual description
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of goods i.e. N on- Prime / delec tive grade CRGO Electrical Steel Coils/Sheets and
such an act has rendcred the goods liable to confiscation. Therefore, subject goods
are liable to confiscation and demand made under Section 28(41 of the Customs
Act, 1962 is liable to be confirmed. Accordingly, I find that the Importer have
rendered themselves liable to penalty in terms of the provisions of Section 114A of
the Customs Act, 1962.

38.3 The Show Cause Notice also proposes imposition of penalty under
Section 112(a) of the Customs Act, 1962 on tlre Importer. In this regard it is to
mention that the Sth proviso to section 114A of the Customs Act, 1962 provides
that penalty under Section 112 shall not be levied if penalty under Section 114A of
the Customs Act, 1962 has been imposed and the same reads as under:

"Prouided also that uhere ang penaltg has been leuied under this Section, no
penaltA shall be leuied under Section 112 or Section 114."

In the instant case, I have already found that the Importer is liable to
penalty under Section 114A of the customs Act, 1962 aid therefore penalty under
Sectron i 12 is not imposable in terms of the Sth proviso to Section 114A of the
Customs Act. 1962.

39. As regards imposition of penalty on Shri Dipak Shah, Shri
Parthivbhai K. Shah and Shri Pathikbhai V. Shah, Directors of M/s. Navkar
Transcore Rrt. Ltd. under the provisions of Section 112 (a) and Section 114AA of
Customs Act, 1962, I find that being Directors, tJrey are accountable for whatever
happens in their Firm. It cannot be expected that without knowledge of any
Director, their Company will make agreements with the overseas supplier for
supply of their input. The terms and conditions of such trading between tl,e
Company and the overseas supplier should be in t}le knowledge of a-11 the Directors
of the Company. But surprisingly, through the written submissions dated
28.04.2022, jointly fi1ed by M/s. Navkar Transcore Rrt Ltd and its aforesaid
Directors, they defended their Directors namely S/Shri. Dipak Shah, Parthivbhai K
Shah and Pathikbhai V Shah by arguing that they had not done anything or
omitted to do arything which would render the goods in question liable for
confiscation and plcaded for vacating the penal proposals against these three
Directors. However, I hnd that the submissions made in this matter are not
reliable and conclusive and hence the charges made against all the three Directors
to whom penal proceedings proposed in the said SCN that they had entered into
conspiracy with the foreign supplier and had indulged irr import of non-
prime/Secondary/defective CRGO Electrical Steel Coils/Sheets by mis-declaring
the same as Prime CRGO Electrica-l Steel Coiis/ CRGO Electrical Steel Sheets in
Coils by using fake/ forged MTCs, that they appear to be persons responsible for
smuggling of non-prime/ secondary/ defective CRGO Eiectrical Steel Coils/Sheets
by mis-deciaring its description, would sustain ald therefore penalty under
Section 112 (a) and 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962 is liable to be imposed upon
these three Directors.

4O.1 The present Show Cause Notice a-1so proposes penalty under Section
1 12 (a) and Section 1 14AA of Customs Act, 1962 separately upon M/s. Comet
Clearing Agency and M/s. Kausha-1i International, t-he Customs Brokers and upon
it's Proprietors, Shri. Girish Shah and Shri. Nilay Vijay Kumar Choksi. The charge
in the Show Cause Notice is that the Proprietors of M/s. Comet Clearing Agency
and M/s. Kausha-li International, Customs Brokers had knowingly used the
forged/fake Mill Test Certificates provided by the Importer on the basis of which
Biils of Entry were filed for clearalce of non-prime/secondary CRGO Steel Electric
Steel Coils by mis-declaring the same Prime CRGO Electrical Steel Coils/CRGO
Eiectrical Steel Sheets in Coils imported by M/s. Navkar Transcore h/t. Ltd
(lmporter) and they also failed to comply with Customs Brokers Licensing
Regulations, 2013. Their core argument is that there is no evidence which
suggests that they had knowledge that M/s. Metalux Ltd were supplying fa-ke and
forged MTCs to M/s Navkar Transcore Pvt Ltd and as a Customs House Agent,
they are responsible for the clearalce of the goods based upon the documents
provided by the Importer and even with due indulgence they would never have
known that fake ald forged documents were being provided to them for the
purpose of Customs clearance.
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4O.2 The issue to decide is as to whether the Customs Broker cal be held
responsible for the mis-declaration of imported goods and importation of non-
prime/defective Grade CRGO Steel Coils, which are restricted / prohibited goods
under aforesaid Quality Control Orders and CBIC Instruction. The obligations
have been imposed upon the Customs Brokers by the Customs Broker License
Regulations 2Ol3l 2OL8. These obligations cast upon the Customs Broker created
a link between Customs Authorities and the Importers with an object of facilitating
the clearalces at Customs as the Custom procedures are complicated. The
Customs Broker is thus supposed to safeguard the interests of both the Customs
as well as the Importers. Hon'ble Supreme Court in KM Ganatra and Co. case
while relying upon the decision of Mumbai Tribunal in the case of Noble Agency
Vs. Commissioner of Customs, Mumbai reported in 2OO2 (142l, E.L.T. 84 has held
as follows:

'ThE CHA occupies a uery important position in the Customs House. The Custonls procedures are
complicoted. The importers lnue to deal ulith a multiplicitg of agencies viz. carriers, c1-tstodians
like BPT as utell as the Cusfoms. The imporler uould fnd it impossible to clear his goods through
these agenctes uithout uasting ualuable energy and time. The CHA is supposed to safeguard the
interests of both the importers ond the Cusroms. A lot of trust is kept in CHA by the
importers/ exporters as uell as bA the Gouemmenl Agencies. To ensure appropnale dtscharge of
such trust, tlrc releuant rerylations are framed. Rerylatrcn 14 of the CHA Ltcenstng Rerylations
lists out obligations of the CM. Any contrquentton of such obligations euen without iltent would
be sulficient to inuite upon the CHA the punishment listed tn the Regulations.... '

It becomes ciear from the above provisions and the decision of the Hon'ble Apex
Court that CHA is not supposed to be a formal agent either of Customs House or
of the importer. But the utmost due diligence in ascertaining the correctness of the
information related to clearance of cargo is the CHA's duty. He is not only
supposed to advise the importer/exporter about the relevant provisions of 1aw and
the mandate of true complialce thereof but is a-lso responsible to inform the
Department if any violation of the provisions of ttre Customs Act appea-rs to or
have been committed by his client at the time of the clearalces.

4O.3 To appreciate the extent of due diligence on part of the Customs
Brokers, M/s Comet Clearing Agency and M/s. Kaushali International or of any
active or passive involvement of the Customs Brokers herein, so as to adjudicate
the question as framed above, I hereby revert to the record of this case. On behalf
of the Importer, Bills of Entry covered in this case were prepared, signed and
presented before Customs with other import documents by the Customs Brokers.
It is pertinent to note that the import cargo covered in these Bills of Entry requires
mandatory BIS certification and to meet this requirement, the Customs Brokers,
on behalf of the Importer, had presented Mill Test Certificates issued in the name
of the overseas manufacturer. Later, DRI has found that the Mill Test Certificates
produced by them before Customs a-re fake and the import cargo cleared under
these Bills of Entry were mis-declared as Prime grade CRGO Electric Steel
Coils/CRGO Electrical Steel Sheets in Coils with the help of such fake Mill Test
Certificates to circumvent the restriction/prohibition imposed on the non-
prime / defective grade CRGO Electric Steel Coils/Sheets. These
observations/findings of DRI, which are part a:nd parcel of the Show Cause Notice,
are dealt with at length in above paras. If due diligence had been exercised by the
said Customs Broker in verifying the import documents provided by the Importer,
the discrepancy in the subject Mill Test Certificates could have been detected
before filing the Bills oI Entry. Thus, I find that the Customs Brokers had violated
the obligations imposed upon them by the Customs Broker License Regulations
2013 in as much as they failed to maintain due diligence in the matter.

4O,4 I find that penalty is imposable on merits taking into consideration
the role played by M/s. Comet Clearing Agency and M/s.Kaushali International,
Customs Brokers and the gravity of the offence. The Customs Brokers, who failed
in properly verifying the import documents, caused preparation of the Bills of
Entry and other connected import documents which reflected wrong description of
the goods to be imported i.e. Prime CRGO Electrical Steel Coils/ CRGO Electrica.l
Steel Sheets in Coils instead of non-prime/defective CRGO Electrical Steel Coils.
Hence, the Customs Brokers are liable for penalty under Section 114AA of the
Customs Act, 1962. The above act of the Customs Brokers resulted in importing
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the restricted/prohibited non-prime/defective CRGO Electrica-l Steel Coils/Sheets
into India and assisted the Importer for wrongly availing concessiona.l rate of
Customs Duty and Customs Duty exemption. Customs Brokers are duly bound to
make true and correct declarations before the Customs authorities but in this
case, M/s. Kausha-li Internationa-i appeared to have negligently mis-deciared the
description of the cargo. Further, applicability ol BIS norms was not looked into by
them. Representation in documents and declarations before Customs in this
matter $,as not correct as they presented fake Mill Test Certificates alongwith Bills
of Entry and cleared the goods for importing, for which BIS certification is
mandatory, without valid BIS certilication. Thus M/s. Comet Clearing Agency and
M/s. Kaushali International derelicted their duties and did not exercise control
ald restraint while performing their task as Customs Brokers. Such act on the
part of M/s. Comet Clearing Agency and M/s. Kausha-li International had rendered
the illegally imported goods liab1e for confiscation. Hence, they are a.lso liable to be
punished under the provisions of Section 112 (a) of the Customs Act, 1,962.

4O.5 M/s. Comet Clearing Agency arrd M/s. Kausha-1i International in their
written submissions by pointing out some case laws pleaded that as the
Department has nothing to show that the CHAs were concerned with or aware
about the wrong description of the goods, they are not liable to be punished. The
core point involved in a,ll these cases is that the CHA had prepared documents in a
bona-fide marrner based upon the declaration made by the importer/exporter, the
CHAs cannot be penalized under Customs Act. In tJre present case, there is
nothing on record to suggest that the Customs Brokers had acted in a bona-frde
manner but they had not exercised due diligence in ascertaining the correctness of
the documents r,".hile filing the Bills of Entrv zLnd other import documents before
Customs. Hence these case laws would not help them to get impunity from
punishment.

40.6 Show Cause Notice a-lso proposes to take action against both the said
Customs Brokers under the Customs Brokers Licensing Regulations, 2013. The
said SCN does not specify the Regulations under which the action is proposed
against the Customs Broker. Regulation 18 and 19 of the Customs Brokers
Licensing Regulations, 2013 provided for revocation or suspension of License of a
Customs Broker on any of the grounds specified therein. In terms of Regulation 22
of the Customs Brokers Licensing Regulations, 2013, a Customs Broker who fails
to comply with arry of the provisions of the Regulations shall be liable to penalty.
The role of the Customs Brokers M/s. Comet Clearing Agency and M/s. Kaushali
International in the present case and the gravity of the offence they committed
have not invited a harsh penal action in the form of revocation or suspension of
their Customs Brokers License as per the aforementioned Regulations. But
considering the failure of the part of the said Customs Brokers in following the
obligations cast upon them vide the Customs Brokers Licensing Reguiations as
discussed above, the Customs Brokers M/s. Comet Clearing Agency and M/s.
Kaushali International is liable for pena-lty under the Customs Brokers Licensing
Regrrlations, 2O13. Therefore, Advisory No. Oll2O22 da'"ed, 29.12.2022 issued by
the Principal Chief Commissioner of Customs, Mumbai Zone-l submitted by the
noticees in support of their plea is also not helpful to them.

4L, Now, I examine the proposals to penalize Shri. Girish Shah, Proprietor
of Customs Broker, M/ s Comet Clearing Agency and Shri. Nilay Vijaykumar
Choksi, Proprietor of Customs Broker, M/s. Kaushali International, it is seen that
the same charges made against their Firms have been made against them also. I
have already held that M/s Comet Clearing Agency and M/s. Kaushali
International, Customs Brokers, are liable for penaity under Section 112 (a) and
Section 1 14AA of the Customs Act, 1962 and under the Customs Brokers
Licensing Regulations, 2013. Therefore, there is no requirement to impose penalty
on Propnetor also in the present case when the Proprietor Firm already stands
penalized. Therefore, I refrain from imposing penalty under Section 112 (a) and
Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962 and under the Customs Brokers
Licensing Regulations, 2013 separately upon the Proprietor of M/s Comet Clearing
Agency and M/s. Kausha,li Internationa-l.

42. In view of my frndings in the paras supra, I pass the following order-
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vri)

(viii)

(ix)

(x)

(xi)

ORDER

I hold the goods having assessable value of Rs.5,26,41,187/- (Rs. Five
Crores TWentSr Six La-khs Forty One Thousand One Hundred Eighty Seven
only), imported illegally by M/s. Navkar Transcore B^. Ltd. by mis-
declaring them to Customs Authorities and submitting fake/ forged Mill Test
Certificates as mentioned in Table-3 of the said SCN dated 17.O3.2O22 liable
to conliscation in terms of Sections 1 1 1(d), 1 1 1(m) and 1 1 1(o) of the
Customs Act, 1962 read with Regulations stipuiated under Section 1 1 of
the Foreign Trade (Development and Regulation) Act, 1992, Rule 11 of the
Foreign Trade (Regulation) Rules, 1993 and Rule 14 (2) of the Foreign Trade
(Regulation) Rules, 1993 and impose a Redemption Fine of Rs.52,64,119/ -
(Rupees Fifty Two Lakh Sixty Four Thousand One Hundred and Nineteen
only), in lieu of confiscation in terms of the provisions of Section 125(1) of
the Customs Act, 1962;
I conlirm the demand of Differential Customs Duty amounting to Rs.
44,9O,23O/- (Rs. Forty Four La-kh Ninety Thousand TWo Hundred Thirty
only) leviable on CRGO Electrical Steel Coils imported by M/s. Navkar
Transcore R/t. Ltd. as detailed in Table-3 of the Show Cause Notice [at Sl.
No. 1 to 71, and order recovery of the same under the provisions of Section
28(4) of the Customs Act, 1962;
I order to charge and recover interest at the applicable rate in terms of the
provisions of Section 28AA of the Customs Act, 1962 on the above conllrmed
demand at (ii) above from M/s. Navkar Transcore Pvt. Ltd.;
I impose a penalty of Rs. 44,90,230/- (Rs. Forty Four Lakh Ninety Thousand
TWo Hundred Thirty only) plus penalty equal to ttre applicable interest
under Section 28AA of the Customs Act, 1962 payable on the Duty
demanded and confirmed above on M/s. Navkar Transcore Prt. Ltd. under
Section 114A of the Customs Act, 1962. However, in view of the first and
second proviso to Section 114A of the Customs Act, 1962, if the amount of
Customs Duty conlirmed ald interest thereon is paid within a period of
thirty days from the date of communication of this Order, the pena-lty shali
be twenty five percent of the Duty, subject to the condition that the amount
of such reduced penalty is also paid within the said period of thirty days;
I refrain from imposing any penalty on M/s. Navkar Transcore Pvt. Ltd
under Section i 12(a) of the Customs Act,l962 for the reasons discussed at
para 38.3 above;
I impose a penalty of Rs. 4,49,000/- (Rupees Four Lakh Forty Nlne
Thousand only) each on Shri. Dipaft Shah, Parthivbhai K Shah and
Pathikbhai V Shah, Directors of M/s. Navkar Transcore Pvt. Ltd under
Section 112(a)(ii) of the Customs Act, 1962. However, rn view of the proviso
to Section 112(ii) of the Customs Acl, 1962, il the amount of Customs Duty
confirmed ald interest thereon is paid within a period of thirty days from
the date of ttre communication of this Order, the penalty shal1 be twenty five
percent of the penalty determined above;
I impose a penalty of Rs.25,00,000/- (Rupees Twenty Five Lakh only) on
Shri. Dipak Shah, Director of M/s. Navkar Transcore hrt. Ltd under Section
1 14AA of tJ.e Customs Act, 1962;
I impose a penalty of Rs.25,00,000/- (Rupees Twenty Five Lakh only) on
Shri. Parthivbhai K Shah, Director of M/s. Navkar Transcore Prrt. Ltd under
Section 114AA of t1.e Customs Act, 7962;
I impose a penalty of Rs.25,00,000/- (Rupees Twenty Five Lal<h only) on
Shri. Pathikbhai V Shah, Director of M/s. Navkar Transcore Prt. Ltd under
Section 114AA of the Customs Act, ),962;
I impose a penalty of Rs.25,000/- (Rupees Twenty Five Thousand only) on
M/s. Comet Clearing Agency, 1305, Shilp Zaveri, Shyamal Cross Road,
Sateliite, Ahmedabad Customs Broker under Section 112 (a) of the Customs
Act, 1962;
I impose a penalty of Rs.25,00O/- (Rupees Twenty Five Thousand only) on
M/s. Kaushali Internationa-l, Building No. B/5, Sharad Apartments, Ellis
Bridge, Ahmedabad, Customs Broker under Section 112 (a) of ttre Customs
Act, 1962;
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(rii) I impose a penalty of Rs. 1,00,000/- (Rupees One Lakh only) on M/s. Comet
Clearing Agency, 1305, Shilp Zavei, Shya:rnal Cross Road, Satellite,
Ahmedabad, Customs Broker under Section 114 AA of the Customs Act,
7962:

(xiii) I impose a penalty of Rs. 1,00,0OO/- (Rupees One Lal<h only) on M/s.
Kaushali International, Building No.B/S, Sharad Apartments, Ellis Bridge,
Ahmedabad, Customs Broker under Section 114 AA of the Customs Act,
r962;

(xi") I refrain from imposing any penalty under Section 112 (a) and 114AA of tl e
Customs Act, 7962 and under the Customs Brokers Licensing Regulations,
2013 on Shri. Girish Shah, Proprietor of M/s Comet Clearing Agency, for the
reasons discussed at paJa 41 above.

(*") I refrain from imposing any penalty under Section 112 (a) and 114AA of the
Customs Act, 7962 and under the Customs Brokers Licensing Regulations,
2013 on Shri. Nilay Vijaykumar Chokshi, Proprietor of M/s Kaushali
Internationa-l, for the reasons discussed at para 41 above.

44. This Order is issued without prejudice to any other action that may
be taken under the provisions of the Customs Act, 1962 ald rules /regulations
framed thereunder or any other law for the time being in force in the Republic of
India.

45. The Show Cause Notice bearing No. VIII/ 10-74 /DRI/O & A /HQ/
202\-22 dated 17.O3.2022 stands disposed of in above terms.

1!'\ .'t-l

F.No. VIU/1O-74lDRr/O & A lHOl202L-22

(vrsHAJ, MATANT)
Additional Commissioner.

Customs, Ahmedabad

Dated:. 24.OL.2O23
DIN: 2O23O171MNOOOOSa9687
Bv Speed Post A.D./E-mail /Hand Deliverv/Throush Notice Board

To,

/s. Navkar Transcore Rrt. Ltd., S.N.439/ 1+2, Moje Matoda Village,
TA. Sanand, Dist. Ahmedabad, Gujarat PIN-382 721.

2. Shri Dipak Shah, Director of M/s Navkar Tralscore R/t. Ltd.,
34, Mithila Society, Ambavadi, Ahmedabad, Gujarat -38O 015.

3. Shri Parthivbhai K. Shah, Director of M/s Navkar Transcore Rrt. Ltd.,
257, Manekbaug Society, B/H Manekbaug Hall, Ambavadi,
Ahmedabad, Gujarat -380 015.

4. Shri Pathikbhai V. Shah, Director of M/s Navkar Transcore R/t. Ltd.,
19, Tapovan Society, Ambavadi, Ahmedabad, Gujarat -380 015.

5. Shri Girish Shah, Proprietor of M/s Comet Clearing Agency, 1305, Shilp
Zaveri, Shyamal Cross Road, Satellite, Ahmedabad, Gujarat - 380 015.

6. Comet Clearing Agency, 1305, Shilp Zaveri, Shyamal Cross Road,
Satellite, Ahmedabad, Gujarat - 38O O 15.

7. Shri Nilay Vijaykumar Chokshi, Proprietor of M/s. Kausha-li International,
Building No.B/S, Sharad Apartments, E11is Bridge, Ahmedabad-38o 006.

8. M/ s. Kaushali International, Building No.B/S, Sharad Apartments, El1is
Bridge, Ahmedabad, Gujarat -38O 006.

Copy to :

(i) The Commissioner of Customs, Ahmedabad.
{Kind Attn. The Assistalt Commissioner (RRA), Customs, Ahmedabad}

(ii) The Deputy Commissioner, Customs, ICD-Khodiyar, Ahmedabad.
(iii) The Deputy Commissioner, Customs (Task Force), Ahmedabad.
(iv) The System-In-charge, Customs HQ, Ahmedabad for uploading on the

official web-site.
(v) Guard File.
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